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Julie is aCSR for acable television company who bought DROPguard addressable
taps from AM. Now she can handle all their subscriber disconnects and reconnects
from her PC keyboard, and her employer does not have to roll out asingle truck
or technician.
DROPguard is an inexpensive solution for an expensive problem. Let AM do a
payback analysis for your system and see how you will be saving money.

Committed to Quality
For more information and ademonstration call AM today!

1900 AM Drive •PO Box 9004 Quakertown, PA 18951-9004
(215) 536-1354 FAX (215) 536-1475
1(800) 248-9004
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Trilogy Communications Inc.
Congratulates the 1993
CED Man of the Year

Dr. Walt Ciciora

The Perfect Marriage
of LIGHT and AIR.

MC 2.650

UNEQUALLED FOR FIBER-TO-FEEDER TRANSMISSION
• TIME PROVEN COAXIAL PRODUCT
• LOWEST ATTENUATION
• FULL ALUMINUM WALL THICKNESS
• EXCELLENT HANDLING PROPERTIES
• FULLY BONDED ... MOISTURE AND SUCKOUT RESISTANT

MC 2 Feeds The Future
TEcilthe le\
se,c£
Call or write for free sample and brochure: Trilogy Communications, Inc.,
2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, MS 39208 (601) 932-4461 Fax (601) 939-6637
or Call (800) 874-5649
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56 Telecom Perspective
By Fred Dawson

Dr. Walt Ciciora:
1993 Man at the Year

Merge, acquire, go to lunch. That's the name of the cable/telco
game, it seems. With the decision by PacBell to use an integrated telephony/video approach, it appears the architecture touted
by cable operators has received official sanction by the telcos.
This development is explored in this new regular feature that
will explore developments related to telecommunications.
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64 Western Show review
By Roger Brown

36 1993 Man of the Year:
Dr. Walter Ciciora
By Roger Brown

Last month's Western Show in Anaheim was different in many
ways. It was the first time Bell Atlantic registered close to 400
attendees; the first time atelco CEO was selected as the event's
keynote speaker and perhaps the first time the "cable" industry
was talked of in the past tense. And so it goes in the communications business these days.
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The former Time Warner technology executive was chosen as our annual honoree
because of his almost single-handed efforts to
shape the FCC's policies toward cable/consumer electronics compatibility. This article
highlights the background and most recent
accomplishments of the only two-time winner
of our award.

Walt Ciciora explores compatibility
issues. Photo by Carleton Krull.

If you missed this year's Western Show, check out the new
product announcements here in this augmented continuation of
CED's convention daily news.
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72 FCC POP testing: One year later
By Leslie Ellis
How are cable operators faring with ayear's worth of FCC
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filing systems? Find out here. This article describes the bi-annual tests, with statistical analysis of aCED operator survey on
compliance, and reactions from the industry.
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76 Competitive access confab
By Fred Joyce
At first blush, you might think all the cable/telco mergers would
have the competitive access providers nervous. Not so! It turns
out the CAPs believe there's still plenty of room for competition
and that as the low-cost provider, these small companies can provide the best service, too. This article discusses those thoughts as
espoused during the ALTS conference in Phoenix recently.
78 Cable TV in
By Roger Brown
CED magazine is recognized by the Society of
Cable Television Engineers.
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Argentina

North American equipment suppliers showed up in force at
November's Jornadas de Television por Cable ATVC/Caper '93
annual convention, despite an already zealous domestic market
and aschedule that kept them in Latin America over the
Thanksgiving holiday. This article captures the enthusiastic
mood and news announcements of the show.
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COMPLETE FIBER SOLUTIONS FROM REGIONAL HEADEND TO THE SUBSCRIBER
American Lightwave Systems, Inc
is the fastest growing company in
the video fiber optic industry. As a
division of ADC Telecommunications, the nation's eighth largest
telecommunications company,
our sales are approximately $400
million annually. With our experience in CATV, alternative access
and telephony, we design fully
integrated fiber optic solutions for

AL

the global communications industry.
When you need full services and
advanced network capabilities in
a single solution, there is only one
manufacturer that can deliver
today: American Lightwave
Systems. We have your solution for
high quality digital video headend
interconnects, 750 MHz VSB/AM/
QAM delivery and fiber and
coaxial cable management

gbo AMERICAN LIGHTVVAVE SYSTEMS, INC.

systems. For alternate access, we
have DS1-DS3 and cost effective
0C3 systems. Our Homeworx
enhanced telephony system will
provide you future seamless
migration to advanced services
using your existing cable system.
•

•

•

With American Lightwave Systems
as your partner for advanced
networks today, the future is real.

999 Research Parkway, Meriden, CT 06450 (203)

Domestic and International Sales Offices also in California, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Texas, Virginia,
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DV6000 - /DV6010 - Digital Video System
Homeworx - 750 MHz AM/QAM Transport System
Sonep
DS1/DS3 Transport System
CityCell - Cellular Telephone Transport
Fiber and Coaxial Cable
Management Systems
Not pictured:
SMART-NETT - Status Monitoring,
PixelNet - Matipoint Video Conferencing,
FN 5000 - Video Transmission Systems
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630-5770; FAX (203) 630-5701
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Belgium, Canada, Japan, Korea, Singapore, United Kingdom, Venezuela
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have seen the network of tomorrow—and it doesn't look anything
like today's.
The 1993 Western Cable Show will forever be remembered for its
announcement-an-hour pace, its packed aisles, the CabeLabs
CableNet '93 display and perhaps as the last "cable"
trade show.
Interestingly, the press room in Anaheim became the
central gathering point as vendors streamed in with
announcements about just-cut deals. Previously
unknown companies made tremendous efforts to seek
out industry journalists either to gather intelligence or
make what they hoped to be aworthwhile acquaintance.
Normally, the press goes out to find the news; in this
case the news found the press.
Getting around the show floor was more difficult than
it has been in years. People came—and stayed—on the
floor right up until closing time because there were so
many new concepts and products to see. Vendors who
haven't had much to crow about lately reported actually
writing business in their booths.
One of the not-to-be-missed exhibits was CableNet
'93, which tied together products and software from at
least two dozen companies to show the capabilities of a
broadband network. The exhibit, organized by
CableLabs and heavily funded by Northern Telecom,
was consistently mobbed by attendees who saw exotic
applications like distance learning, cablephone, videoconferencing, home printing and video-on-demand supported by adigital, ATM switched Sonet OC-48 fiber
ring backbone operating at 2.4 gigabits per second.
No one knows how much of the technology talked
about at the show will find its way into the network of
tomorrow. More than one veteran was reminded of the early 1980s
when Qube and other interactive systems dominated the news, only
to eventually fail in the marketplace. It's my bet that alot of money
is being invested that won't pay off.
Perhaps more than anything else, though, the show may have
been the watershed event in the classic cable/telephone tussle as the
lines separating the two industries all but disappeared. Ray Smith,
chairman of Bell Atlantic, charmed the audience during his keynote
speech, key hardware suppliers announced telephony products, old
"cable" guys went to work for the "telephone" companies. Even Ted
Turner threw in the towel during the opening panel, noting that the
last 20 years have been agreat ride, but now it's over.
Personally, Ithink Ted might be right: the industry has changed
forever. Telephone companies will soon own or have massive financial stakes in nearly all the Top 10 cable companies. With that
comes anew mindset, anew way of doing business and new technology. If you haven't done so already, you'd better start re-educating yourself. Or, as Ray Smith said when he was asked how to stay
ahead of the competition: "Don't take aday off."

The Western
Show was a
watershed
event
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ULTRALIGHT
STEALTH
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New

STEALTH SWEEP
THE SMALLEST,
FASTEST,
LOWEST PRICED,
MOST COMPREHENSIVE
SYSTEM SWEEP

Stealth System Sweep... Put sweep technology right in your
hand! The new, hand-held Stealth is the fastest continuously
referenced system sweep available. Plus, it responds to your
adjustments in ablink of your well-trained eye (about asecond:
virtually real-time) .
You'll wonder how we squeezed in so much capability. The
Stealth 3SR Receiver monitors an active sweep, measures system carriers, and factors in level variances sent by the 3ST
Transmitter. The rugged receiver is weather-tight and durable
for dependable field service. The powerful 3ST Transmitter's
unique high resolution LCD spectrum display gives the headend technician aquick view of headend levels.

Circle Reader Service No. 5

A signal level meter, too— The Stealth 3SR is also acompact,
high-performance SAM. Use your Stealth receiver to measure
individual carrier levels, C/N, and hum without deactivating
channels. It even measures digital signal levels. View this comprehensive collection of measurements on aconvenient LCD
spectrum display that's easy to see even in bright sun and
under wide temperature extremes.
Stealth does all this without subscriber interference and with a
5to 1,000 MHz frequency range, standard.
Mad right— The Stealth System is about half the price of other
sweep systems. So, get the smallest fastest lowest priced, most
capable sweep on the market The Stealth.

Call 1-100-622-5515.
Wavetek... makers ofquality test equipment for over 25 yeas.

WAvŒ -reic

©Wavetek Corp., 1993

C OLOR BURSTS

PCN service offered across
three cable networks
D

elivery of wireless telephony across three
adjacent cable networks was achieved last
November when Cablevision of Boston,
Continental Cablevision and Time Warner
Cable cooperatively placed, routed and delivered aPCS phone call across the Boston
region.
The unprecedented collaborative effort
demonstrated the interoperability of awireless
telecommunications system between disparate
cable systems and showed how telephony services can be bypassed around the local phone
company. (See Figure 1.)
The demonstration began in historic
Faneuil Hall in downtown Boston, where
Massachusetts Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucci placed a
call to Newton Mayor Theodore Mann. The
call was routed through Cablevision's network
to Continental's franchise area. Continental
routed it through several communities to
Teleport Boston's switching center, which
sent it on to Heartbreak Hill in Newton, where
it was received.
A second call was then placed by Cellucci
to Malden Mayor Edwin Lucey, which resulted in the call being routed through the
Cablevision and Continental networks to
Time Warner's headend in Malden.
The network architecture used is based on
the distributed antenna concept pioneered over
the last two years by Rogers Cablesystems of
Canada and Cable Television Laboratories.
This network uses existing cable plant and

microcell repeaters instead of expensive base
stations to economically cover geographic
areas. Recently, Cablevision demonstrated
PCS' suitability as areplacement for cellular
systems, showing how phone calls can be
handed off from cell to cell at vehicular
speeds.
Anticipated PCN services range from telephony to wireless fax, E-mail, paging, data,
video, audio and voice mail services.

FCC issues NPRM
on electronics compatibility

The long-awaited Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking on cable/consumer electronics
compatibility was issued early last month by
the Federal Communications Commission.
Cable operators will be heartened to hear it
contains few surprises.
In the NPRM, the FCC is proposing both
short- and long-term solutions to the problem
of cable/consumer electronics interfaces. In
the short-term, cable operators will be
required to provide set-tops with timers or
bypass circuitry to consumers who request
them and they will be allowed to recoup the
cost of such devices in accordance with the
new rate regulations. Also, cable operators
will be prohibited from scrambling basic cable
programming and must offer consumers an
education program.
However, the Commission has put cable on
ashort leash to come up with adecoder interface (accommoFigure 1 PCN for greater Boston test sites
dating analog
and digital
Heartbreak Hill.
Newton
video) in time
Malden
for publication
of rules in April.
Cambridge
That gives engineers only afew
Teleport
weeks to set a
Boston
Faneuil Hall
new standard or
switching
accept
by
center
default the
adoption of the
West
Needham,
EIA 563 interRoxbury,
Continental
Cablevision
face, which was
Summer St. Boston,
Continental
Cablevision
developed years
ago.
Platform microcell repeater
Headend
That old standard won't hani
; Microcell extender
g RF amplifier
PCN handset
dle current analog encryption
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systems, much less digital signal processing,
said Vito Brugliera, vice president of technology planning for Zenith Electronics, which is
now circulating a"straw-man" proposal.
Comments on the NPRM are due Jan. 10
and reply comments are due to the FCC by
Jan. 25.
Also, the FCC will issue aReport and
Order on Emergency Broadcast System compliance for cable operators, radio and broadcast stations perhaps as early as March, said
Helena Mitchell, director of EBS at the FCC.
The Commission is scheduled to discuss the
EBS ruling in February, and sources close to
the issue said the FCC will likely issue aruling that is sympathetic to cable's request for a
low-cost, generically automated system.
In the ruling, operators will be required to
purchase EBS equipment but not necessarily
use it, Mitchell said. "We're planning to apply
the same logic here as we do to the broadcast
stations now: If we require you to buy it,
you'll probably use it," said Mitchell.
Ken Wright, chairman of the SCTE EBS
subcommittee and an active protector of
cable's EBS interests, said his concern
supercedes the immediate reply comment period and extends to future video
providers—including DBS and video dialtone
participants. "Basically, it's my feeling that if
we have to do it, they have to do it."

US West, Cox Cable
battle it out in Omaha

Omaha, Nebraska, which might be known
best to most Americans as the home of alarge
insurance company, is shaping up as the battleground for two huge telecommunications
companies as they strive to construct competing next-generation voice and video networks.
US West Communications has already
announced its intention to spend billions of
dollars upgrading its narrowband network
with broadband capabilities across its 14-state
region. Cox Cable, which has the Omaha franchise, is now countering with an upgrade plan
of its own.
During last month's Western Cable Show
in Anaheim, Scientific-Atlanta announced it
was selected by the RBOC to design and build
MPEG-compatible interactive set-top terminals that will be used as agateway for awide
variety of interactive services.
The terminal is based on acombination of SA's video compression technology and The
3D0 Company's 32-bit graphics control and
display technology. The addressable terminal is
capable of running applications locally as well
as generating high resolution graphics locally.
1994

LETS
SHOOT
FOR THE
STARS
GIETIIIEFL.
At this year's Western Cable Show, Northern Telecom formally introduced aportfolio of products and technologies for the
cable television industry, initiating the beginning of awhole new universe in broadband multimedia networks.
Northern Telecom, aworld leader in the manufacture of digital telephony and data conununications equipment, offers the
talents and the technologies to bring you the finest in full service network capability. We're ready right now, to help you evolve your
networks to serve your subscribers' needs for video, data, voice, wireless and interactive broadband services. Northern Telecom is
committed to apartnership that will field ateam of business and technology experts. Together, we'll design, customize and implement the
equipment and services to launch you into the future of cable networks today
To discovera new universe in broadband multimedia netwolks, call NorthemTelecom at l- 8C0- NORTHERN ,
extension 400.

rir
t

northern
telecom

A WHOLE NEW UNIVERSE OF CABLE NETWORKING.
Circle Reader Ser ice No. 6

C OLOR B URSTS
The unusual Omaha architecture will bring
separate analog and digital cables into the
home's box. Inside the terminal, the digital
path will incorporate an off-the-shelf reduced
instruction set computing (RISC) processor
along with the 3D0 and MPEG processors.
S-A already has been chosen by US West
to provide the hybrid fiber/coax distribution
network as well as an interdiction system that
will control atier of analog video services.
Meanwhile, Cox Cable has chosen Zenith
Electronics to provide digital set-tops for its
test of interactive television in Omaha. The
decoders will be married to an interactive platform developed by California start-up ICTV.
The decoders will also feature the StarSight
Telecast electronic program guide and VCR
control system.
The ICTV architecture takes advantage of
Figure 2 Cox fiber interrconnect
in San Diego

IBM's high-speed digital servers to provide
viewers with agateway to interactive services.
In Omaha, the Zenith set-tops will be used
with specially developed ICTV remote controls. Customer management and on-screen
billing services will be provided by New
Century Communications.
Cox plans to offer movies on demand in
Omaha by June 1994 and will expand the test
and the number of services after that time.
Anticipated service offerings include music
videos on demand, arcade video games, interactive guides to local restaurants and entertainment venues, electronic classifieds, distance learning and home shopping services.

Cox Cable links schools
with fiber digital network

in the future, it could be
argued that interactive television
was first applied to education
before it made its way into mainstream broadcasting. The latest
cable system to commit to distance learning is Cox Cable San
Diego, which recently unveiled a
$20,000 two-way digital fiber
network linking San Diego State
University and Clear View
Elementary School in Chula
Vista.
The implication for the Chula
Vista Professional Development
School—a collaborative project
between SDSU and the Chula
Vista school district—is that professors, students and student
teachers located 25 miles apart
can now see and hear each other
without leaving their classrooms.
(See Figure 2.)
A recent demonstration of the
link-up showed three separate
applications of the technology,
including ahistory professor at
SDSU lecturing students at Clear
View, adiscussion between
SDSU and Clear View students,
and auniversity supervisor monitoring astudent teacher.
Other potential applications of
the network include tying into
information networks, connecting to homes located in the
school district and linking to the
City Administration building.

Jottings

Now that it's 1994, it's time to
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keep an eye on the development of DBS.
Production was scheduled to start last month
on the system's digital satellite receiver, which
will be built by Thomson Consumer
Electronics. Shortly after that, production was
slated to be initiated on the first MPEG-2
decoder chips, which will be integrated into
the set-top receivers. The 18-inch dish has
already commenced production. The satellite
was scheduled for aDec. 20 launch and the
service is supposed to begin in April ... In its
model Castro Valley system, Viacom Cable is
working with Intel and General Instrument to
test high-speed modems that will allow 500 PC
users to access data via the cable network.
Services to be tested include America On-Line,
Prodigy, Internet, games and software distribution ... Speaking of Prodigy, Cox Cable in
San Diego is the first system to test delivery of
the on-line service over cable plant. Cox is
using Zenith's HomeWorks cable modems in
San Diego, which will be entirely two-way
capable by the end of 1994 ... HBO Ole, the
Spanish-language version of the popular premium service, will convert to digital transmission with General Instrument's DigiCipher I
to "pave the path for the distribution of an
array of new channels," said HBO officials.
HBO Ole will upgrade to DigiCipher II when
it is available ... In order to gain operating
efficiencies, alternative access providers Time
Warner Communications and Hyperion
Telecommunications have merged support
functions into ajoint venture company called
Time Warner-Hyperion Communications.
Services will include billing, accounting, contract negotiation, sales to large customers and
IXcs, regulatory services and network management ... Brazil recently transmitted its first
digital audio signals using equipment provided
by Wegener Communications. A local broadcaster used amobile production facility during
the 10th Assembly of Broadcasters of the State
of Sao Paulo to digitize the program audio and
uplink it ... Keep your eye on this: An Isreali
researcher has apparently developed amethod
to increase the number of channels that can be
transmitted over asingle fiber. The method is
based on holograms, which would be used to
combine the light from as many as 20 different
signals and launch it into the fiber and then
receive the signals and separate them again.
The work was done by Dr. Yaakov Amitai of
The Weizmann Institute of Science in
Rehovot, lsreal... US West
Communications filed atariff for
Synchronous Service Transport, anew Sonet
platform service. SST is ahigh-capacity channel that could be used for transporting BISDN
and ATM. CM
—Compiled by Roger Brown
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Read It And Reap
the Uniwand "Little Ease, Your subscribers will not
only be able to operate their cable converters, but TVs,
VCRs, plus CD Players and DCR or DMX.

Complete Support For
Your Subscribers.
Our Toll-Free Consumer Help-Line will assist your
subscribers with any questions they might have. And
we're so sure that our remotes will operate their equipment, we guarantee it.

Customized Keys To Promote
Premium Channels.
With our advanced
technology we can customize our remotes so speciallymarked buttons will bring up
any premium channel you
wish to promote.
It's our new six step strategy to maximize your
cable sales using Uniwand' universal remotes. They not
only operate your subscribers' cable converters, but all
their other equipment as well. And, best of all, the added
value they bring to your service will help reduce churn.

Three Great Product Choices.

PPV

HBO

The Merchandising Tools
It Takes To Succeed.

We can also give you remotes customized with
your logo, bill stuffers promoting your remotes, point of
sale displays and a30-second taggable TV spot.

Pricing You'll Appreciate.

These are the exact same remotes that have made us
the sales leader in retail. Because of that volume, we're able
to pass on the savings to you with unit costs starting at $10.
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Home Control.

1:;;1

This new booklet tells you all about our new products which set the industry standard for remote technology.
They include the Uniwand, Uniwand "Big Ease and

And only Uniwand can provide your subscribers with
arevolutionary home control system that will allow them
to operate lights and appliances all over their house. And
allow you to add even more ancillary income. When
it comes to maximizing cable ,./ir
sales, we wrote the book on it. U IN1 WAIN
Call or write us for yours today. UNIVERSAL REMOTES

Universal Electronics Inc., 13575 58th Street North, Clearwater, Florida 34620 1-800-966-9600
Circle Reader Service No. 7
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FRONTLINE

O

ne of the nice things about writing for this magazine
is that, occasionally, the editors let me go off on atangent that doesn't necessarily fit with their current issue.
The article that follows is just such a
one.
When Icame back from arecent trip
to South America—where cable TV
technology is rapidly blossoming, by
the way—I found avery troubling letter
concerning aEuropean cable issue.

In
defense
of
Montreux

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA
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Bad moon rising

Since 1981. I've been involved with
the Montreux International Television
Symposium and Exhibition in
Montreux, Switzerland. During those
years, I've seen asymposium that was
almost exclusively related to broadcasting and its technology become one that
has been very carefully balanced
between broadcasting and cable operations.
The executive and symposium committees as well as the symposium's
management have worked diligently
and deliberately to see that these two
industries cooperated at the venue. The
result has been an international exhibition and symposium that brings together broadcasters and cable operators
from every corner of the globe.
Iresist saying "every corner of the
free world," because one of the things
that makes avenue in Switzerland unique is that, long
before the Eastern Bloc began to change and become
more open, there were participants from places behind
the Iron Curtain who were not able to deliver their
thoughts and ideas in any other venue in the
world—except Montreux.
During events in this lovely place Ifirst met people
from Russia, Albania, China (mainland) and from
countries that, quite honestly, strained my knowledge
of geography. Many cable people from the U.S. have
been subsequently invited to those countries. The single, unifying fact of all of those relationships is that
they first occurred in aneutral country in the lakeside
town of Montreux.
This event is not the only broadcast television venue
available in Europe, but it is available only every other
year, specifically during the odd-numbered years. The
other event—traditionally the International Broadcast
Conference (IBC) held in Brighton, England—does not
include cable players as asignificant part of its planning nor its programs, and, in the early years, the IBC
did not attract the same level of presenters and committee members that Montreux has traditionally attracted.
It's quite easy now that the Eastern Bloc is undergoing such aradical change to get speakers and commit-
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tee members from those countries. But the fact of the
matter is, participants from those formerly restricted
countries have been contributing to the Montreux symposium for years.

An unacceptable shift?
What's the problem? It's this: The IBC now wishes
to establish ayearly convention, which means that in
both odd- and even-numbered years they would like to
hold ashow in Amsterdam.
As nice and convenient as that city is, it cannot
compare to the convenience Montreux offers. You cannot have aconvention that receives the care and attention that Montreux lavishes on this one in another
venue. Why? Because all the other proposals (and in
particular the IBC proposal) are proposals for organizations to host conventions. In Montreux, the city itself is
the host.
Therefore, when members of the executive or symposium committees speak to the management of the
Montreux television symposium about concerns, we
are not talking to the management of an association
that must then go talk to the tourist department in a
given city. We are actually talking to the city itself.

Amatter of convenience
In Montreux. were told what can and can't be done.
When something can and should be done, it's been my
experience that it gets done. In return for this level of
attention and flexibility, the city of Montreux has
become the one place in the world where every other
year, papers and presentations representing the leading
edge of technology have been presented to an appreciative, knolwedgeable audience. It has become the one
place where contacts and lasting friendships have been
developed between people with like interests from
every part of the Western and Eastern worlds.
Further, it has become, though the efforts of the
management of that symposium as well as the broadcasters and cable representatives on its executive committee, aplace where broadcasters and cable operators
have been able to put what differences they have aside
and to work together on bringing the convergence of
media to ahigher plane of understanding for all concerned.
When Itravel throughout the world, cable is widely
known and appreciated because of what has been
accomplished in the U.S. How most of the rest of the
world learns about some of those achievements has
been by sitting in the lecture hall beside Lake Geneva
in Montreux.
Nobody else has offered avenue or an organization
superior to this.
Because of this, Ihope the decision-makers on
whether the IBC will have its way will try listening to
their customers and learning what they think of work,
flexibility and loyalty. The International Sympositum
and Exhibition in Montreux, Switzerland epitomizes all
of this. CIED
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tthe Western Show this year, CATV access to
Internet, Prodigy and CompuServe were all being
shown in various booths to acacophony of 000hs and aaahs. Why all the fanfare? The answer is really very simple—speed! Let's face it, as asociety,
when we want something, we want it
now! But what is it that we want? What
is the Internet, or can it even be
described?
In the late 1980s the world's fastest
computers were only available to a
small number of elite researchers. The
National Science Foundation (NSF), in
an effort to further the "state-of-theart," was looking for away to make
these excellent research tools available
on amuch broader scale and for most
any scholarly research.
As aresult of the immense costs
associated with the deployment of even
asingle supercomputer, the NSF created only five supercomputing centers
that were to be shared via various
research institutions throughout the
United States. The next task for the
NSF was to link the supercomputers
and their clients together into anetwork. Initially, the NSF network
(NSFnet) linked each of the supercomputing centers together via 56 kB/s
telephone lines using ARPAnet's wellknown Internetworking Protocol technology.
The NSF was then faced with the dilemma of how
to connect the various colleges and universities into the
network. If it simply provided adirect connection
between each university or college and its nearest
supercomputer in astar configuration, the access
charges for the leased 56 kB/s telephone lines would
be enormous! Instead, the NSF decided that each
school would interconnect with its next nearest school,
which would then be linked to its next nearest school,
and so on.
With this type of configuration any school or computer could eventually communicate with any other by
simply forwarding the conversation through its neighbors.' The solution, as crude as it sounds, worked very
well, and the network was born.
It wasn't long before the traffic on the network
increased to the point that it became overloaded.
Researchers soon became aware they were sharing much
more than just supercomputers. They had access to other
scholars with whom they could collaborate on difficult
projects, and access to amultitude of databases. The
Internet had truly become anetwork of networks.
In 1987, the backbone network was upgraded to T-1
speeds (1.5 Mb/s) by Merit Network Inc., working in
conjunction with IBM and MCI. The network has continued to evolve. Today, the backbone network is oper-

The
Internet:
What
it is

By Chris Bowick, Group
Vice President/ Technology,
Jones Intercable
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ational at DS-3 (45 MB/s) and will be evolving to even
higher speeds.
While the Internet of five years ago was fairly easy
to describe, it's not so easy today. In 1988 it consisted
of asomewhat primitive (by today's standards) network of non-commercial Local Area Networks, all
using TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol), that were connected together in aseamless
fashion for their respective users.
Today, however, it's adifferent story. Using
"bridges" or "gateways" and routers, non TCP/IP
LANs are also connected to the Internet, with the necessary protocol translation occurring at the gateway for
seamless interface for the non-TCP/IP LAN user. Even
CompuServe has agateway to Internet (GO MAIL).
The network today in much of the country consists
of ahigh-speed, self-healing, DS-3 multiple ring backbone (evolving to even higher speeds) whose performance is continually being monitored by various
regional Network Operations Centers. Individual connections to the Internet can be made at most any speed
from sub-56 kB/s up to 45 Mb/s via asingle route, or
via multiple fully redundant, self-healing routes—whatever you can afford to pay.
No one really governs the Internet. It has no president or CEO, but it does have avoluntary membership
organization called the Internet Society, or ISOC,
whose purpose is to promote the worldwide expansion
of Internet technology. In addition, there is no "Internet
Inc." that collects money from anyone.
Today, schools and businesses will simply pay their
Internet access connection fee to some regional network service provider (which could be an MSO, for
example), who in turn will pay anational provider
(ANS CO+RE for example) for the necessary circuit
capacity to gain access to the national and international
infrastructure. If something goes wrong with the network, it's the regional provider, the one closest to the
customer (the MSO), that must be prepared to make
things right!
In order to provide this level of service, the regional
provider must be capable of monitoring the performance of its own network, through anetwork operations center (NOC—either its own or someone else's),
as well as that of the national network.
So what is the Internet? E. Hoffman of Merit
Network probably summed it up well when he listed
these three most common definitions for the Internet2:
I. A network of networks based on the TCP/IP protocols (with gateways to many other protocols).
2. A community of people who use and develop
those networks.
3. A collection of resources that can be reached
from those networks.
Any questions?
Next month we'll take alook at the hardware
requirements for atypical user or set of users within
our CATV infrastructure for ahigh-speed interconnect
with the Internet. CED
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We're not just talking about tomorrow. We're developing the platform, today.
There are those who believe "interactive technology"
is afascinating concept that exists only in the
imagination. But at Jerrold/GI, we're not only designing
this technology, we're building the platform that will
serve as the foundation for the future of cable TV.
For example, our arrangement with Microsoft and
Intel is to develop the next generation of addressable
converters — small wonders that will manage,
manipulate, and navigate through vast amounts of
information — all at the touch of abutton.
With applications like personalized electronic
program guides, specialized information and shopping,

and enhanced programming, Jerrold/GI has the
technology to give your subscribers exactly what they're
looking for.
The electronic superhighway is well beyond the
concept stage, and Jerrold/GI is charting the course on
this amazing path. So if it's the future you're eager for,
look to the leader in interactive digital technology —
look to Jerrold/General Instrument.

Jerrold
General Instrument

For more information on Jerrold products and technologies, call 1-800-523-6678 Cm the U.S.), 215-674-4800 (outside the U.S.), orfax 215-956-6497 (anywhere).
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believe there will be acontinuing tension between
those who want to eliminate the set-top box, and those
who believe that it will always be needed. Among the
legitimate functions of the set-top box
are: (1) tuning to channels that TV sets
cannot tune; (2) eliminating direct pickup interference in TV sets; (3) decompressing compressed digital video; (4)
descrambling pay programming for
those who are entitled to receive it; and
(5) providing interactive multimedia
capabilities.
The first two might become unnecessary in the future, as TV sets improve
and support the standard cable TV
channel plans. Decompression might be
built into TV sets, if asingle "flavor"
of MPEG-2 is adopted by everyone.
Interactive multimedia is still speculative and evolving. For now, there is a
focus on scrambling.
The cable industry and the consumer
electronics industry, in response to the
requirements of the 1992 Cable Act,
have agreed to establish astandard
interface to connect descramblers to
TV sets. But there is still disagreement
on whether astandard for scrambling,
or merely astandard for ascrambling
interface, will result. There is agreement on the notion of "replaceable
security," but disagreement on whether
any part of the descrambler can be built
into the TV receiver, making that part non-replaceable.

The
future
of
scrambling

By Jeffrey Krauss,
independent
telecommunications
policy consultant and
President of
Telecomnumications and
Technology Policy of
Rockville, Md.
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Scrambling standard vs. interface standard
A descrambler has several functions, and now the
industry dispute has moved to the question of where to
draw the interface. Which functions are in the TV set,
and which functions are outside?
The two primary functions of adescrambler are (1)
managing keys and authentication and deciding what
programs the customer is entitled to receive ("entitlement functions"); and (2) the actual descrambling of
those scrambled programs that the customer is entitled
to receive.
The consumer electronics manufacturers want to
build the actual descrambling circuits into the TV set.
The entitlement functions would take place outside the
TV set. The interface would pass key information out
to the "entitlement" box, but video programming
would stay within the TV set.
The cable TV industry disagrees. It wants both the
descrambling and the entitlement functions to be handled in the external box. The interface would pass
scrambled programming out to the box, and descrambled programming back in.
The cable industry believes (and Iagree) that it is
too dangerous to build the descrambling circuits into
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TV sets, because it gives pirates asingle target to shoot
at. In the home satellite industry, the pirates had asingle target—VideoCipher 2—and they shot it to shreds.
Both the cable industry and the consumer electronics (CE) industry agree on the need for replaceable
security. But they disagree on how it should be implemented. The CE people believe that asystem will be
sufficiently secure if only the entitlement part can be
replaced. They believe there is no need to replace the
actual descrambling circuits. However, the cable people want the descrambling part to be replaceable.
There is abig operational difference in these two
approaches. The CE industry approach requires asmart
card, with asimple microprocessor and asimple interface containing perhaps only 12 electrical contacts. The
cable industry approach requires aVERY smart card
with more complex circuits and more electrical contacts.
There are two different approaches to replaceable
security embodied in two video scrambling systems
now in use for satellite video distribution. One
(VideoCipher RS) has aunique identity built into each
decoder box at the time the box is manufactured. Thus,
smart cards need to be distributed only after the system
built into the decoder box has been compromised. In
the other (VideoCrypt, in use in the United Kingdom
and soon to be in use by the Hughes DirecTV DBS
satellite system here) the user identity resides in the
smart card. As aresult, asmart card must be used from
the very first day, and must always be in place.
A smart card system for video scrambling must use
microprocessors in the smart card, at acost of about
$10 per card. A cheaper approach, at about $2 per card,
is possible using only EPROMs in the card, but this is
likely to be too easy to break.
The smart card industry is growing vigorously. It
has atrade association (the Smart Card Industry
Association) and an annual convention. Smart cards are
used for door access, campus meal plan purchases,
parking lot control, library cards, gasoline purchases,
telephone service and other services. Under the Clinton
Administration's health care initiative, your "Health
Security Card" will probably contain your medical
records. But virtually all of these applications require
only simple EPROM memory in the card, not the
sophisticated signal processing needed for video security.

Timing

Whatever agreement is reached between the CE and
cable industry representatives, implementation is years
away. It takes the CE industry about 3years to incorporate design changes into new TV sets. The descrambler interface, and possibly the descrambling functions,
probably won't be in TV sets until MPEG-2 decompression chips are built into TV sets. And the CE
industry will only put these capabilities into the "high
end" products. So we are probably looking at atransition period of adecade or more.
In two words? Expect battles.
CUD
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duct line to offer cable, satellite and MMDS systems
that work together seamlessly.
When the industry needed satellite signal and
cable security, we pioneered encryption technology
with ORIONr; ProGuard°, and SIGMA'. Furthermore,
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How we approach it.
our audio/video security remains unsurpassed today.
And now that there's agrowing need for digital
compression systems, we've created Compression
NetWORKSTM, the leading MPEG-2 system that provides
the flexibility of an open architecture.

Our approach is to find out what each customer
needs in adelivery system. And then provide it. Call
us and tell us what you need. 1-800-733-0625.
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ATM's cost, missing features worry
designers of the full service network
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)—ele-

gant, versatile and very, very fast—is still many
adesigner's choice as the core standard for
tomorrow's full service networks.
But there are some unresolved problems.
Rhonda Hilton, CableLabs' project manager for advanced network development, put it
this way: "The hard part right now is that
ATM is not done."
It has become near-axiomatic—"like motherhood and apple pie," said Hilton—that ATM
"may well be the protocol of choice for delivery of divergent services like voice, multimedia and digital television." Hilton regards
ATM as "a viable contender" for that role, one
that is even "gaining more momentum all the
time."
A main reason why cable's embrace of
ATM has seemed almost afait accompli is
that full service testbeds like Time Warner's
Orlando, Fla., system are already being
designed with ATM at their core. CableLabs
President Dr. Richard R. Green noted that
Time Warner is using ATM switches to route
DS-3 (45 Mbps) data channels all the way to
in-home devices.
"This is high-end stuff," said Green, noting
that the Orlando design features 32-bit RISC
processors operating in the 100-MIPS range
inside set-top terminals.
Such adesign permits manipulation of
three-dimensional graphics including, for
example, "community playing of virtual reality games," Green observed.
But the Orlando design relies on vendors'
proprietary ATM approaches rather than on an
industry-standard ATM, Green said. Future
cable systems, he added, may use ATM quite
differently.
ATM standard still in debate
Many aspects of the full ATM standard are
still being debated in ANSI and ITU standards
bodies, noted Hilton. The ATM Forum, a
group of vendors, carriers and researchers promoting ATM standardization, is pushing to
accelerate this standards process, she said.
In these groups' deliberations, cable's representatives have questioned the efficiency of
the ATM standard's 53-byte, fixed-size data
packets. Out of 53 total bytes per packet, five
contain header information to be used in routing, error checking and prioritizing the packets. Some view this as excessive overhead for
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cable's particular needs.
On the other hand, making sure content
arrives at the right time is especially crucial to
video, Hilton noted.
While ATM "does some accommodation of
time, it doesn't have alot of built-in real-time
capability," she said.
By contrast, she added, the Moving Picture
Experts Group's (MPEG) transport protocol,
"has adequate
timing information for
most multimedia applications." Still,
Hilton
expressed optimism that
ATM and
MPEG will be
interoperable
"because they
contain different features
that make both
attractive for a
cable environment."
Mario Vecchi, who joined CableLabs in
October as vice president for network architecture, design and development, said ATM
technologies need work in several major
areas.
For example, Vecchi explained, the management information bases, or MIBs, essential
to managing the ATM switching process, have
not been designed. Provisions for flow control
and congestion control at ATM's gigabit
speeds also are inadequate, with aresultant
risk of data loss, he said.

Standards
groups

question the

efficiency of
ATM's

53-byte, fixedsize data
packets.

Keeping cable TV in mind
Hilton said that ATM's architects "have
done some nifty work" to accommodate
cable's needs. In particular, she said, they are
defining ways to adapt ATM to the kind of
multicast (point-to-multipoint) traffic that is
broadcast television's mainstay.
But more remains to be done.
"The question before us," Green said in a
speech to the ATM Forum, across-industry
group that is committed to bringing ATM to
market, "is whether we can find subsets of
ATM that are cable specific, meeting your criteria for universality and ours for low-cost
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startup on the path to full service network
functionality."
Some of ATM's overhead isn't needed in
cable's headend-to-home pathways or even
further up in the backbones of cable networks,
Green told the group.
"What we need is ahierarchy within a
cable-specific ATM subset that adds functionality to the bit stream as we move through the
tiers of our topology," Green added, "ultimately achieving full ATM mapping at the
point of interface with external networks."
Green noted that money is tight in cable,
partly because of recent federal re-regulation.
He appealed to ATM's developers to "work
with us to implement transmission subsets that
are truly cost-effective for the entire cable
industry."
Other harriers to ATM adoption
Hilton mentioned other barriers to nearterm ATM adoption, ranging from the large
investment of cable operators in existing plant
to the unavailability of affordable ATM chip
sets.
In fact, she added, subscribers to some
cable systems may never demand the kind of
services that could justify investment in ATM
equipment, except perhaps to interface to outside networks. Even offering telephone service over cable doesn't require ATM, she
said.
Further, said Vecchi, ATM's future direction or that of cable designers could see cable
and ATM parting company.
Green said it's possible that ATM will provide cable with the functionality it needs at a
reasonable cost, but he cautioned, "I hope
ATM doesn't become acatch-all for 1,000
proprietary attempts to capture pieces of the
cable market."
One positive element, Green said, is a
growing movement toward promoting open
systems—"open interfaces and interoperability
with other networks"—which is influencing
designers of broadband networks.
Hilton said there is always apossibility that
some still unknown technology might emerge
and supplant the currently popular ATM. But
her bet is that, "if ATM developers make
smart decisions, the cable industry will be in
their camp."
As to atimetable, Hilton predicted that the
ATM Forum will resolve its standards issues
by 1995, and formal standards bodies will
define ATM fully by 1997. QED
This article was written specially for CED
by the staff of Cable Television Laboratories
Inc. in Boulder, Colo.
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As acable operator, you want
to give your subscribers the best
picture and programming. But you
don't want to give anything away.
That's why the Pioneer BA-9000 addressable converter
provides line-by-line digital signal security coupled with
Dynamic Picture Shift (DPS) encoding.
An established leader in cable system security, Pioneer
knows the importance of asecure revenue stream, as well
as the value of revenue enhancing options like Near-

Video-On-Demand.
You'll find they're avaluable part of the BA-9000,
along with icon-driven onscreen menuing, backwards
compatibility and afuture expansion port. So give your
revenue stream and yourself afeeling of security by calling
Pioneer -the right people to help you send the
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The Art of Entertainment
wrong signals.

01993 Pioneer New Media Technologies, Inc., Business Systems Division, 600 E. Crescent Ave., Upper Saddle River, N.J. 07458-1827, (261) 327-6400
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We Were First Inihe IndustryTo Go DownilieTubes.
Loose tube cable, that is. And the advantages of our innovation are so great, it's become the preferred fiber optic cable in
the cable TV industry As aresult, other manufacturers have
attempted to imitate it But through the years, no one has offered abetter loose tube cable or developed its potential more
fully than Siecor, the leading fiber optic cable manufacturer.
Today our cable meets the exacting performance specifications that make it ideal for use in your cable TV system. Its craft-friendly design is perfectly suited for fiber to
the feeder applications. It offers superior lightning protection, and our dual layer buffer tubes provide superior kink
and crush resistance. Our singte-mode cable is always made
with Coming fiber, offering the tightest dimensional tolerances in the industry meaning lower splice and interconnect

losses. And our innovative tapered design option can save considerable splicing time and system cost during installation.
On top of these advantages, you get more than the best
quality cable when you come to Siecot You get support
that's recognized industry-wide. You get the backing of our
first-rate R&D as well as the largest optical cable manufacturing plant, providing ample capacity for timely response.
And you can always count on us to be here with the service and products you need including hardware, splice
equipment, training and consultation.
So come to the company that was first to make loose
tube cable and that still makes
the best there is. Call us at
800 SIECOR 4Ext. 5998.
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FIBER LINE •

New fiber
distribution
cable

Bridges bandwidth
to home
By Bruce Carlson,
Product Development
Manager,
Comm/Scope—General
Instrument

U

puntil this point, fiber optic cable researchers and
engineers have focused on the high fiber count requirements of switched dedicated-line telecommunication
architectures. High fiber counts are required to support
the local subscriber telephone configuration of one
dedicated line per subscriber for plain old telephone
service (POTS). This is also true for fiber to the home

Figure la Twisted pair circuit switched network
CO

(FTTH), which is needed to support asynchronous
optical network (SONET) configuration.'
The dedicated line requirement is driven by the
bandwidth of the last mile or two of twisted pair cable.
For POTS, this is 4KHz or 64 Kbps for an 8-bit digital
signal. Higher bit rate systems are also being studied,
such as ADSL at 1.5 Mbps, HDSL at 2Mbps, and
VHDSL 5Mbps.2,3. Either way, all the available
bandwidth is consumed by each subscriber, which
eliminates asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) broadband packet switching technology.
In acoaxial cable distribution and drop system,
there is an abundance of bandwidth (GHz and Gbps)
which can be utilized to support multiple signal formats. Switched services would not have to be circuit or
line switched and could be packet switched. These services could then be frequency division multiplexed to
co-exist with existing broadband type services. This
would eliminate the requirement of one dedicated line
per subscriber after the transition is made from optical
to RF.
The bandwidth of acoaxial cable system is not limited by the cable itself, but by the active devices needed to support long transmission distances. A coaxial
cable will operate and maintain its electrical characteristics well beyond 1GHz and into the microwave frequency range. Coaxial cable usable bandwidth is determined by signal loss, which is afunction of length,
cable size, and frequency.

The missing link

Central
office

What is needed is abandwidth bridge to let the flow
of services go all the way to the home. This becomes
feasible by utilizing afiber optic cable designed specifically for the distribution portion of anetwork. This
creates atrue end-to-end broadband network that is not
limited by the bandwidth of the cable, fiber or coax.
With this infrastructure in place, the lines do not need
to be physically dedicated to subscribers or services.
A shared line in the distribution plant becomes significantly more economical because it begins to utilize
the vast bandwidth of fiber. A shared distribution plant
in atelecommunications network will drive down the

Metallic twisted pair distribution plant

CO
CO

Figure lb: Fiber and twisted pair switched circuit network
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fiber count requirement and make the cable
plant more economical. A single, low fiber
count cable can be routed directly to nodes,
ONUs (Optical Network Units) or HDTs
(Host Digital Terminals) where the optical-toelectrical conversion is made.
Fiber optic cable designs must be rethought
to accommodate atrue end-to-end broadband
network. What is required is alow fiber count
distribution cable. Designing acable specifically for low fiber counts will result in significant savings in terms of size, weight, handling, storage, installation and service. The
remainder of this paper will focus on the
specifics of distribution architectures, cable
design and field issues.

must be understood. To keep the discussion to
aminimum it will focus primarily on the distribution portion of the networks.
Switched telephone. The subscriber network consists of aCO (Central Office), a
cable plant and its subscribers. Each subscriber has adedicated line that runs from the
telephone to some central location in the network. For an all-metallic plant the central

location is the CO, but for acable plant with
fiber optics the subscriber line will terminate
in an ONU (Optical Network Unit). 4
Schematics illustrating both these architectures are shown in Figures 1
A and 1B.
The bandwidth of the metallic twisted pair
cable has dictated what the architecture and
signalling scheme can be. The switching
needs can only be met by aphysical circuit

Figure 2: Tree and branch coaxial cable broadband network

Distribution architectures
As the telecommunication industries converge to provide broadband communication
services, the basis for how cable will fit into
these emerging architectures is changing. In
order to define the requirements for new fiber
optic distribution cables, the differences and
similarities between switched telephone system architectures, broadcast CATV architectures and future full service networks (FSNs)
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FIBER LINE
\Figure 3.Full service broadband network

Node

Fiber
hub

Node

cable will see numerous breakouts as the cable
route serves multiple ONUs.
Because of this, most of the fiber cable
development in the past 10 years for the local
loop has been in very high fiber count products. For the last few years the state of the art
in fiber cable research and design for the local
loop has been 1,000 to 2,000 fiber ribbon slotted core, and stranded loose tube cables. Each
of those individual fibers are capable of handling bandwidth much greater than that

Node

(subscriber loop). To put fiber optic cables in
adedicated line subscriber architecture
requires cable with high fiber counts. This is
seen by looking at how asingle distribution
fiber cable in Figure IB is used to feed multiple ONUs after it leaves the HDT. One leg of

required to switch I, 2or even 10 channels
per home.
In fact the bandwidth of an individual fiber
is so high that with digital compression one
fiber could today carry as many as 320 digitally compressed NTSC channels, and that limitation is due to the currently available
bandwidth of lasers, not the bandwidth of
the fiber.
Broadcast CATV. Cable TV networks
were originally based on providing high
bandwidth video services to the home. The
only cable technology that met the bandwidth
requirements at the time was coaxial cable.
Coaxial cable is atrue broadband medium
which can operate well above 1GHz. Coaxial
cables are commonly used in RF and
microwave communication applications up to
18 GHz and beyond. Because of the inherent
bandwidth of coax cable, one cable run can be
used to carry all the broadcast channels. This
is what drove the tree-and-branch architectures of cable TV systems shown in Figure 2.
The disadvantage of atree-and-branch coax
subscriber network is the number of amplifiers
that are needed to overcome the loss in the
feeder network. This induces distortions,
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decreases reliability, and limits the bandwidth
of the cable.
Broadband full service network A full service network will need the bandwidth to provide switching, voice, data and video to the
customer at the appropriate level of service,
reliability and cost. This network architecture
will consist of the following cable plant:
V long haul fiber optic cable,
V physical ring fiber optic cable,
V fiber distribution cable,
V coaxial tree/branch distribution cable, and
V coaxial drop cables.
The fiber distribution and coax portion of
this network is shown in Figure 3.
With this architecture, abroadband pipe
with abandwidth of 1GHz exists all the way
to the subscriber. A full service network now
exists that can utilize the capacity of fiber
because it is not limited by the bandwidth of
the last mile of coax. With the nodes deep in
the network, only afew amplifiers are needed
to get the signal to the furthest subscriber in
the serving area.
With atrue broadband network, non-broadcast services can be placed into the available
spectrum. ATM switching technology can
now be utilized to provide telephone, videophone, PCS, and data communication needs.
With this network architecture there is no
longer aneed to have aphysical (line or circuit) separation in the distribution plant for
subscribers or services. This will realize bandwidth utilization in the distribution fiber and
drive down the fiber count requirements to the
node.
With this shift in understanding of how
cable can better be bandwidth utilized in local
distribution systems, cable designs can be
reconfigured to support low fiber counts. The
actual fiber count is obviously determined by
the network design, but for nodes serving
from 200 to 2,000 homes, the fiber count is
somewhere between two and ten fibers.

New distribution cable design
In designing afiber optic cable for an
emerging application, it is key that the application needs and requirements be defined and
understood. As discussed previously, the first
requirement is to be able to handle up to 10
fibers. Using this as astarting point, significant size and weight reductions are achievable. The size of the cable, typically designed
to protect up to 48 fibers, can be brought
down by more than 50 percent. Another
requirement was that the cable should be easy
to handle and install and fit into existing
splice tray enclosures and node housings.
The most significant requirement is that the

cable provide superior optical performance
over the life of the product. Because application of fiber optics in telecommunications
originated in telephony, the Bellcore TRNWT-000020 (TR-20), Generic Requirements
for Optical Fibers and Optic Fiber Cable has
been used as an adopted standard for cable TV
applications.
Because the Bellcore TR-20 document was
written for the specific needs of the Regional
Bell Operating Companies (RBOCs), the
requirements do not necessarily match with

those of abroadband or full service network.
The last leg of fiber optic cable in a
switched line distribution network will see
numerous breakouts as the cable route will
serve multiple ONUs (Figure 1B). This creates several requirements in the Bellcore document that do not have application in other
networks. 4
V Pulling Tension
Bellcore Requirement "Standard pulling
tension rating of cables containing 240 fiber
or less shall be 2670 N (600 lbf) minimum.
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The standard pulling tension rating of cable
containing 300 fibers or more shall be 4500 N
(1000 IM) minimum."
Low Fiber Count Broadband Distribution
Cable—A low fiber count cable will have a
weight reduction on the order of 38 to 50 percent that of existing central and loose tube
cable designs. The required pulling forces will
be greatly reduced allowing for anew pulling
tension rating of 400 lbf for the low fiber
count cable.
6
, Number of Fibers per Cable

er

Bellcore
Requirement—"An
optical cable shall
contain one of the
following number of
fibers: 6, 12, 18, 24.
30, 36, 48, 60, 72,
84, ..., 600.
Optical cables shall
not contain any
spare fibers."
Low Fiber Count

Figure 4 2-8 Fiber central core tube distribution cable
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Broadband Distribution Cable —Exact number
of fibers will be dictated by the network. For a
broadband switched circuit fiber to the node
architectures the number of fibers will most
likely be between two and ten fibers.
V Ripcords
Bellcore Requirement—"On single sheath
cables, at least one ripcord shall be provided
under the sheath. For armored and multisheath cables, two ripcords, approximately
180 degrees apart, shall be provided under
each sheath or sheath/armor combination."
Low Fiber Count Broadband Distribution
Cable—For smaller cables, rip cords are
unnecessary and add cost as they are not
necessry or utilized in their application.
A number of low fiber count cables are
presently offered, but the designs are based on
high fiber count usage. These constructions
are inherently space inefficient and result in
large and heavy cables.
The single loose tube armored cable design
with linear strength members embedded in the
jacket was chosen for the new distribution
fiber optic cable to accomplish the performance and economical requirements mentioned above. An illustration of this low fiber
count armored cable is shown in Figure 4
along with mechanical and optical specifications (48 fiber and 72 fiber cable data is
included for comparison).

Core design
A cable core consists of afilled core
"buffer" tube of sufficient diameter made
from adurable material to provide enhanced
mechanical protection of fibers. The fibers
must be protected from the rigors of the installation and service environment. Specifically,
they must be guarded from high tensile strains

FIBER LINE
rheological properties in the operating temperature range allow easy fiber movement in the
buffer tube when they are strained.
Furthermore, at high temperatures, the compounds should remain in the cable and pass
the Bellcore's Filling and Water-Blocking
Material Flow Test at 65°C. The compounds
should be non-volatile, non-toxic and chemically compatible with the optical fibers and
other cable components. The compound also
should be stable over the service life of the
product.

Sheath design
The sheath design must be such that it protects fibers from the rigors of processing,
installation and service environments.
Specifically, fibers must be guarded against
excessive tensile and compressive strains, and
natural enemies. The fiber optic cable sheath
consists of the armor-corrugated steel tape and
two linear wire strength members embedded
in the jacket.
A linear tensile response (load vs. strain
curve) of the cable is desirable so that apre-
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and from excessive bending that can increase
attenuation. To understand these effects, some
of the critical design parameters are described
next.
The internal area of abuffer tube is made
significantly larger than the area taken up by
the fibers themselves. This additional area is
required to allow for excess fiber length that is
needed to buffer the fibers from the mechanical strains applied to the cable during installation and service. The excess fiber length in a
cable is defined as aratio of the difference
between the fiber length and the cable length
to the cable length expressed in percent.
Traditionally, asmall amount of excess
fiber length, on the order of 0.1 percent, is
provided in the loose tube design to insure
that fiber does not exceed short-term safe
design strain limits (typically 0.33 percent for
50 kpsi proof-tested fibers). By increasing and
precisely controlling this excess length, one
could exploit it to offer an advantage. For
example, a0.1 percent increase in excess
length would allow acorresponding 30 percent reduction in tensile loading (for 50 kpsi
proof-tested fibers). However, an increase in
excess length generally means asmaller fiber
bend radius and more demanding design
requirements.
The strength of optical fibers degrades (or ,
flaw size grows) under the influence of time,
stress and humidity. For aconstant stress, this
phenomenon is commonly known as static
fatigue. Based on static fatigue considerations
for a40-year life, the minimum allowable
bend radius is about 45 mm for a50 kpsi
proof-tested fiber. Again, this value is conservative since the probability of failure in bending is significantly less than in uniform tension. This provides one constraint on the minimum bend radius for the fiber. The other constraint is the increase in attenuation due to
bending.
The fibers in acore tube are placed in a
helix with acertain radius depending on the
amount of excess fiber length, the core tube
diameter, and number of fibers.
Environmental effects must be considered
since the worst case occurs at the lowest operating temperature. This minimum bend radius
can be used in conjunction with the fiber parameters to estimate the increase in attenuation.
In general, attenuation increases at 1300 nm
and 1550 nm are insignificant at bend radii
greater than 30 mm in presently available
commercial single mode fibers.
Filling and flooding compounds are used in
this design to prevent the migration of water
or other liquids along the cable core. In addition, filling compound is chosen such that its
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dictable amount of excess fiber length can be
obtained. Sheaths with linear steel members
do provide the desired linear response.
However, the use of semi-rigid or lightly
impregnated strength members alone do not
offer enough compressive resistance and
therefore result in anon-linear behavior with a
"knee" in the response curve.

Cable testing requirements
The low fiber count distribution cable was
subjected to aseries of mechanical and environmental tests to assure superior performance
in the field. Table 1summarizes the major
standard tests performed on this cable. They
are conducted according to the Bell
Communications Research (Bellcore) TRNWT-000020, Generic Requirements for
Optical Fiber and Optical Fiber Cable, Issue 5,
December 1992, and the Electronic Industries
Association (EIA) Test Procedures. The cable
must meet or exceed all of the requirements.
Decreased cable size offers distinct construction advantages realized as: decreased
reel size and weight, decreased tension on
pole-line hardware in aerial applications,
decreased pulling tension in underground
applications, ease of handling, and less sag
between structures.
Cable handling and installation. Evaluation
of the changes in size and weight of the small
diameter fiber optic cables from prior generations of conventional size fiber optic cables
allows for the following improvements related
to construction:
V Diameter of the cable has typically been
decreased from 5/8th inches to 3/8th inches.
The decrease in cable size allows adecrease
in reel size. The standard reel size for a
17,000-foot length of cable is decreased from
60 inches to 42 inches. Weight of the cable
was decreased from 2,185 lbs. to 960 lbs.
Weight per unit length was decreased by 44
percent. Weight of the reel itself was
decreased from 477 lbs. to 125 lbs. This
decrease in weight should be advantageous
any time the cable is moved, shipped, or
loaded.
V Weight per unit length is the major contributor to increases in sag and tension in typical
overlash applications. Overlashing asmall
diameter cable should not significantly
increase the cable bundle size and accordingly
will not cause an adverse increase in tension
due to ice loading. Minimizing increases in
weight will minimize increases in sag and tension when the small diameter optic cable is
overlashed onto an existing coaxial trunk and
distribution cable bundle.
V Pulling tension is inherently related to cable
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size, flexural rigidity, and weight. An overall
decrease in all of these parameters allows the
realization of adecrease in pulling tension.
V Handling characteristics can be improved
by decreasing the weight per unit length and
the flexural rigidity. A decrease in size will
appropriately decrease both. The minimum
bending radius for afiber optic cable is supported by maintaining the flexural rigidity at a
point to insure that the bending radius cannot

approach acritical point as defined by the
characteristics of the glass.
The decrease in size of the cable from that
of the previous generations of conventional
size optic cables raises questions about the
decrease in the amount of force that the cable
can be subjected to, that force primarily being
tension. The decrease in pulling tension for
the smaller size cable is typically 33 percent.
Pulling tension is afunction of the forces that

Table 1: Low fiber count optical cable requirements
Test

Mechanical requirements

Optical requirements (1550 nm)

Filling and water-blocking
material flow

+65°C 24 hrs., no flow on 4of
5samples

NA

Cable jacket yield strength and
ultimate elongation

Unaged-I600 psi and 400%,
aged-1200 psi and 375%

NA

Cable jacket shrinkage

Max. 5% shrinkage

NA

Cable jacket adherence

80 lbs. per inch of armor

NA

Low and high temperature
cable bend

Max. Dia. 20X O.D. 4hrs. @
-30C and +60C

90% 50.0 dB change
10% ≤0.1 dB change

Impact resistance

25 impacts, no jacket cracks

90% ≤0.0 dB change
10% ≤0.1 dB change

Compressive strength

1000 lbf per 4in. armored, 500
lbf. per 4in. non-arm. 1800 lbf.
obj.

90% ≤0.0 dB
10% ≤0.1 dB change

Tensile strength of cable

600 lbs/strand max. 22 in. diameter
Sheave

90% .≤ 0.0 dB change
10% ≤0.1 dB change

Cable twist

±180° twist, 10 cycles

90% ≤0.0 dB change
10% ≤0.1 dB change

Cable cyclic flexing

25 flexes, maximum sheave diameter
20x 0.D., armor cracks >5 mm, no
jacket cracks

20% ≤0.0 dB change
10% ≤0.1 dB change

Temperature cycling

+23°C reference, -40 to +65°C,
2cycles

<0.1 dB/km individual change,
≤0.05 dB/km average change

Heat aging

+85°C, 7days, -40 to +65°C,
2cycles, +23°C reference

≤0.20 dB /km individual change,
≤0.10 dB/Ion average change

Cable freezing

Freeze aged sample.
Test@ -2°C & thawed

≤0.10 dB individual change,
≤0.05 dB average change

Color permanence and marking
durability

Aged fibers' colors
meet EIA/TIA 598

NA

Water penetration

1hr. minimum (aged & unaged,)
24 hrs. after 1/1/94 unaged

NA

Lightning damage susceptibility

Determined by manufacturer

Optical continuity

Gopher resistance

No requirement objective
8of 10 with damage index ≤3

Obj. optical continuity
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prevent the pull-out of the extra fiber length in
the cable. Ideally the forces that oppose the
pull-out are decreased as the size, weight, and
structural rigidity is decreased with the smaller cable.
Outside plant splice enclosures and nodes.
This particular cable design is readily adaptable to splice enclosures on the market. The
buffer tube size is small enough that it will fit
neatly into the tray grooves that formerly
required the furcation process. Also, the low
fiber count dictates that all of the splicing
should be completed in one tray (therefore
eliminating the need for splitting the fibers
into more than one tray). The tube itself is
accommodates the typical bend radius in
splice enclosures.
Typically, optical nodes require that atight
buffered cable be inserted directly into the
node itself for direct connectorization, thereby
plugging directly into the associated pigtail
inside the node. The tight buffered cable is
spliced to the outside plant cable in an enclosure within close proximity of the node itself.
All of the node connector manufacturers
have an available connector for readily inserting the smaller diameter cable directly into the
node itself. With afew modifications, most
nodes that do not have the capacity for an
internal splice tray may be adapted. This procedure will save the expense of purchasing the
tight buffered cable and the outside plant closure. The smaller diameter buffer tube can be
routed around inside the node housing, directly into the splice tray and spliced to apigtail
inside the node. The pigtail can then be mated
with its respective connector to the hardware
inside the node to retain the ability for easily
disconnecting and reconnecting fibers as necessary.
Summary
In order for acommunication system to be
successful and have along service life, it must
be able to compete economically with other
services. This will be especially true in the
next several years as traditional wired services
go head-to-head with wireless services such as
MMDS, DBS and microwave TV.
Multichannel Multipoint Distribution
Services (MMDS),for example, will be
upgraded to have return band capabilities. A
DBS system will be launched this year by
Hughes Communications and will have channel capacity in the hundreds. Microwave TV
spectrum from 17 GHz to 19 GHz has been
opened up by the FCC. Thus, the cable plant
design must be re-evaluated in order to ensure
that the providers of wired telecommunication
services have acompetitive edge. The vast
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Table 2: Fiber optic distribution cable-mechanical specifications
2-8 Fiber central 2-48 Fiber central 2-72 Fiber stranded
core tube cable
core tube cable
loose tube cable
Outer diameter, in.

.35

.49

.56

Weight, lbs.

58

115'

150

Min. bend radius, in.
Loaded
Unloaded

3.5
1.8

9.8
4.9

11.2
5.6

Max. tensile load, lbs.
Installation
Operation

400
90

600
135

600
135

Crush resistance. lbs.

1,000

1,000

1,000

Impact resistance

25 @ 2.2 lbf. ft.

25 @ 2.2 lbf. ft.

25 @ 2.2 lbf. ft.

Flexing, @ 5in.

25

25

25

Temperature, °C
Operating
Storage

-40 to 70
-50 to 70

-40 to 70
-50 to 70

-40 to 70
-50 to 70

Table 3 Fiber optic distribution cable-optical specifications
Depressed clad

Matched clad

Max. attenuation, dB/Km
@ 1310 nm
@ 1550 nm

.25

Dimension, pm
Mode field diameter
Fiber diameter
Coated fiber diameter

8.8 ±.5
125 ±2
250 ± 15

9.3 ±.5
125 ±2
250 ± 15

Cut-off wavelength, nm

1250 ±70

1260 ±70

Dispersion, ps/nm-Km
Zero dispersion
wave length, nm
@ 1285-1330 nm
@ 1525-1575 nm

1310 ± 10
<2.8
≤18 @ 1550 nm

1310 ± 10
<3.5
5_18 @ 1550 nm

bandwidth of fiber optics must be utilized in
order make these systems competitive. This
can be achieved by utilizing alow fiber count
cable and a1GHz coax in the distribution
plant. CED
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engineers worldwide. And the experience earned by
spending billions of dollars on R&D to build networks
on five continents.
Whatever your fiber optic cable needs, put the
strength and skill of acommunications giant to work for
you. Call 800 729-3737 for the Alcatel fiber optic
cable supplier nearest your growing network.
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"Walt probably saved this industry millions of dollars" by negotiating an agreement that divides the burden of compatibility between both industries, notes
Tom Elliot, vice president of engineering and technology at Tele-Communications Inc. "And he did it largely
on his own."
It is for this selfless devotion of his time and efforts
to alargely unglamorous battle that Walt was
chosen—for an unprecedented second time—CED magazine's Man of the Year by an independent panel of his
peers.

The Invisible Man?

Honored for
efforts on

93

compatibility

an of
the Year
By Roger Brown
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ttook 10 years and an Act of Congress to make cable
and consumer electronics more compatible with one another. But if the Cable Act was the hammer that
smashed the gridlock, Dr. Walt Ciciora was the hand
that picked up the pieces and crafted an equitable agreement for the cable and consumer electronics industries.
As the cable industry's point man on the compatibility issue, Walt spent more than ayear living and breathing FCC compatibility proceedings, writing documents,
chairing meetings and negotiating with his counterparts
from the Electronic Industries Association toward a
compromise agreement everyone could live with.
Spurred by afederally mandated deadline, Walt succeeded where others probably would have failed.
CEO :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN

Indeed, over the past year, Walt was the primary author of Time Warner Cable's 121-page document on
compatibility that was submitted to the FCC during its
Notice of Inquiry on the issue. He also led much of the
negotiation with the consumer electronics faction, and
he's chaired numerous committees working on ahost of
surrounding issues. His unique consumer electronics
background, long history of exploring compatibility
subjects and natural leadership abilities made him anatural to take the point position.
Although he's passionate about the importance of developing an industrywide compatibility strategy, Walt's
greatest fear over the last year was that his efforts
would go unnoticed. "If your goal is to prevent atrain
wreck and you succeed, there are no sparks," he says. "I
viewed this whole effort as something that must be
quite invisible to be successful. That's why I'm so surprised to get this recognition. But the cable industry has
been good to me and Ifelt it was my time to pay it
back."
Shortly after the interviews for this article were completed, Time Warner released Walt, noting that it could
no longer continue to fund his efforts on behalf of the
entire industry. It is lamentable Walt lost his job at
Time Warner, but it's much to early to be delivering a
post mortem; he will continue to see the process
through, this time under the auspices of the National
Cable Television Association.
Prior to his leaving last month, Walt put in 11 years
in senior technical positions at ATC and Time Warner
Cable, during which time he gained industry respect for
his diverse talents. He has served as the chairman of the
august NCTA Engineering Committee, was akey member of the organizing committee of Cable Television
Laboratories, chaired anumber of inter-industry committees and investigated new technology and their possible applications.
Prior to that time, he spent 13 years at Zenith Electronics Corp. in research and development. Projects included the study of ghosts, digital encryption and teletext, work that led to Walt being issued nine patents
while at the Chicago-based manufacturer.
He became familiar with the cable industry some 15
years ago when teletext first emerged from the labs and
attempted to capture the public's attention. He took on
the role of director of sales and marketing for Zenith's
newly formed cable group, which won the contract to
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build decoders for anew scrambling system designed
for ATC back around 1980.
With that background. Walt is one of the few people
around who intimately understands the business strategies of both consumer electronics manufacturers and
cable operators. He is perhaps the only person who has
been able to command respect from both sides of the
negotiating table when the two industries meet face-toface.
"In my mind, if we have real success with this (compatibility agreement), it will have been because of the
efforts Walt put in," notes Joe Van Loan, vice president
of the engineering at Cablevision Industries and acompatibility veteran as well. "The leadership he gave,
along with Bruce Huber (a committee co-chairman representing the electronic industries), was among the best

I've seen."
Doug Semon, who inherited Walt's post as co-chairman of the EIA/NCTA Joint Engineering Committee,
says Walt has arare combination of strengths that
makes him perfect for such inter-industry committees.
Those attributes include: his professional credibility,
brought about by his education and experience; his willingness to take the leadership role and devote travel and
personal time to the issues; and his general affability.
"Certainly there are ample opportunities for chairmen of inter-industry committees to abuse that power,"
notes Semon. "But that serves no one. A bad compromise is much worse than none at all. It takes aspecial
person to do these things well. Ihave atrue deep appreciation for what he has done, having tried to do it myself."
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Walt understands how
TVs, VCRs and cable
set-tops interface better
than anyone else
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As aresult of an amendment to the 1992 Cable Act,
the FCC began anotice of inquiry last winter into the
compatibility issue. By law, the FCC was directed to
develop, in consultation with both the cable and consumer electronics industries, amethod to make the two
more compatible with one another.
Initial comments from both sides were, in some cases, contentious, complete with name-calling and calls
for amoratorium on deployment of digital technology.
Judging from the comments, it appeared the two sides
were as far apart as ever, even after 10 years of onagain, off-again negotiation through the joint
EIA/NCTA Committee, the group that successfully developed the ill-fated MultiPort decoder interface five
years ago.
Nevertheless, it was recognized that the two factions
had to meet to hammer out an agreement, or risk having
the FCC legislate acompromise. But it was clear an
agreement was along way off. In order to forge adeal,
acommittee, called the Cable/Consumer Compatibility
Advisory Group (C 3AG for short), was created by Wendell Bailey of the NCTA and George Hanover of the
EIA. The intent was to create acommittee consisting of
high-level executives who could make decisions and
trade-offs without having to consult their bosses.
In order to be as productive as possible, Walt wanted
to limit and define the personnel who would sit at the
negotiating table. Although the EIA resisted that, calling it too restrictive, Walt was adamant that the meetings be fruitful. "CEOs are busy people and you lose
them if they conclude the meetings are not productive,"
says Ciciora. "They'll send representatives, and then
you're back to where no one at the meeting can make
decisions."
Bill Bresnan, president of Bresnan Communications,
asmall MSO, was chosen to chair the "cable caucus,"
while the consumer electronics camp tapped Dr. Joe
Donahue of Thomson Consumer Electronics to be their
leader.
"Walt was our key engineer and apillar of strength
during this process," recalls Bresnan. "He brought a
perspective no one else could have."
The two sides came to the initial meeting with viewpoints representing two polar extremes. Cable operators
were asking why the TV manufacturers cannot just
make monitors and leave the tuning and other functions
in aset-top box; and the manufacturers were wondering
why cable operators couldn't just stop scrambling their
signals and eliminate the set-top altogether.
"That's where each side started," notes Ciciora.
"Both of those views are simple-minded solutions for
simple-minded people. They totally ignore the realistic
business needs of the other side and actually ignore the
consumer in the middle."
By that Walt means TV manufacturers derive their
profits by selling large-screen TVs loaded with features
and cable operators must be able to protect access to
their signals if they hope to make any money. So it was
obvious both sides had to give in to find the common
CED :COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN

middle ground.
Walt's leadership and teaching skills were developed
in the 1960s, while he was in graduate school at the Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago. After obtaining his bachelor's degree in electrical engineering in
1964, Walt was awarded aNational Science Foundation
fellowship. He also became ateaching assistant to help
support his family, which was growing at the rate of
one per year. He emerged from school in 1969 with a
master's and adoctorate in electrical engineering.
As an assistant teacher, Walt possessed the ability to
take complex material, organize it in clear, concise
terms and explain it to others. It's askill set that has
served him well over the years.

Anatomy of acompromise
While the notice of inquiry was out, the FCC made it
known it desired ajointly written document proposing
methods of dealing with the incompatibility problem
and that it would, in all likelihood, attempt to incorporate the jointly written proposals into rules that will be
issued this coming April.
Initially, the C'AG was operating under the belief it
had until the end of August to submit comments to the
FCC. However, the timetable was inexplicably accelerated, and the deadline was moved up to late July. In order to make real headway, each side appointed asmaller
negotiating team. For cable, this team consisted of Bailey, Ciciora, Nick Worth of TeleCable and Jimmy
Doolittle of Time Warner. The EIA had representatives
from Sony, Zenith, Thomson, Mitsubishi and Matsushita.
Complicating the matter was achange in the leadership on the consumer electronics side of the table. Although Donahue started as its chairman, he soon had to
relinquish the chair to Bruce Huber of Zenith because
he was becoming involved with the HDTV Grand Alliance. Several months later, Huber excused himself because he took anew job with adifferent employer. Jim
Bonan of Sony became the third co-chairman.
With the deadline fast approaching, the two sides
met on July 2and made real progress, agreeing on
broad general topics. After that breakthrough meeting,
the agreements needed to be put on paper. Walt spent
the better part of the Fourth of July holiday weekend
writing the first draft. "We eventually went through 10
drafts, with five being major rewrites," Walt relates. After securing general agreement from his cable colleagues, Walt turned the document over to the other
side the following Wednesday. By Friday, the two sides
agreed to meet again three days later.
When Walt arrived Sunday night, he was presented
with anew draft of the document by Huber. "It was a
completely different document," Walt says. "I knew we
had aproblem, so Ispent that night working on my laptop computer merging the two documents." Early Monday morning Walt printed out the new, merged document and circulated it among the attendees.
"They were astonished," Walt recalls.
It turned out to be an important move because it
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so Ispent that

eliminated any fight over which draft would be used as
the mark-up copy. "That's where the power of the laptop comes in," says Ciciora, who seems to always have
one nearby.
That day was characterized by long, arduous arguments over the placement and meaning of phrases and
individual words. Everyone involved was frustrated and
"tempers got alittle raw," Walt adds. The two sides
emerged from the room that evening, each perhaps feeling they'd given away too much to the other side.
Walt and the committee took some criticism from
others who were not part of the negotiations—people
who thought too much was given up, that they could do
better. But eventually the cable operators signed off on
the agreement. It turned out the consumer electronics
committee was having much more difficulty getting
agreement internally. The consumer side asked the FCC
twice for deadline extensions as it scrambled to reach
consensus.

night working

Down to the wire

"I knew we
had aproblem,

on my laptop."

On the day the document was due, the consumer
electronics negotiators were still trying to get abetter
deal, throwing out anew list of items they wanted and
items they couldn't give up. Pressed against the wall
and recognizing the potential for disaster, Walt recognized that the cable side had gone as far as it could. The

consumer side would have to accept the document with
only minor changes or risk having the whole deal come
apart. Huber and his colleagues agreed.
At 4:30 p.m., the final give-and-take word changes
were being incorporated in the joint agreement. At 5
p.m., the final document was printed out and just before
5:30 p.m.—the deadline for filing—a courier sped from
NCTA headquarters to the FCC to file the agreement
with the Commission.
"It was that tight, that difficult and that contentious,"
Walt says. "But it's understandable that it should be
contentious because what we were talking about are
fundamental issues that affect both industries and what
they can and cannot do. Both sides had moved from
their initial polar positions toward the middle."
In the end, the consumer electronics committee had
no CEOs in attendance, while the cable side was represented by Bresnan, Doolittle, John Goddard of Viacom
Cable and Dave Rozelle of Intermedia Partners. What
they worked out was hailed by both sides as agood
compromise for industry and the consuming public.
Walt is credited by many as akey reason why the
agreement was reached. "These meetings had all the potential for fireworks, but we were able to get past that
and understand each other as people," says Bresnan.
"They never were as combative as they could have
been. Ithink Walt had areal influence in the process
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"People who
work in
committees
grow to hate
them...I'm no
different."

because he's so even tempered. He conducts himself
like agentleman."
That's no mean feat. Committee work is sometimes
so frustrating and painfully slow that it takes intestinal
fortitude to keep going. "People who work in committees grow to hate them," Walt agrees. "I'm no different.
It's frustrating but it's the only way things like this can
be done. It takes agreat deal of self discipline to keep
on doing it."
To help get the point about compatibility across to
regulators and legislators, Walt and Wendell decided
they should organize a"science fair" to show how advanced cable equipment can be used to interface with
TVs and VCRs. The demonstration featured information about direct pickup interference, which plagues
poorly shielded TVs and can be corrected with aset-top
device, as well as universal remote controls, TVs with
picture-in-picture, the old MultiPort plug, interactive
guides and other demos. "It was very successful at conveying the message," Walt recalls.
To get those demos off the ground, Ciciora credits
his good friend Ted Hanson, VP of engineering at Post
Newseek Cable. "He noticed that Iwas almost incoherent (from sleep deprivation and work overload) and he
asked if he could help," Walt says. "He helped turn
what was going to be adisaster into something that
worked."

The cable industry was able to prevent the great train
wreck in the joint filing by getting the consumer electronics side to agree in writing that none of the in-theclear approaches "is suitable for universal deployment"
and furthermore, that "scrambling and encryption are an
important part of providing cable services and will remain an essential part of delivering video signals."
The agreement proposed both short- and long-term
measures to improve compatibility. In the short term,
cable operators agreed to provide set-tops with bypass
circuitry, built-in timers or universal remotes with
timers to consumers who request them. This will allow
programs to be recorded while others are being watched
and recording consecutive programs that appear on different channels.
In the longer term, the two industries will devise a
definition of "cable ready," to include better tuners to
shield against direct pickup interference and aDecoder
Interface plug that allows for external signal processing
to make TV and VCR features more functional.
Also, the agreement called for digital transmission
and tuner specs to be defined in 1994 and target dates
for decompression and security interface standards to be
set in 1995.
"Those words were carefully chosen to give us as
much flexibility as possible," Walt notes. "If technology settles fast enough, it may not be aproblem. If it
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"In the future,
some portion of
the digital
electronics will
be integrated
into the TV."

doesn't, we'll have some interesting challenges."
While the bulk of these proposals were embraced by
the Commission, in its 200-page Report to Congress, the
FCC still seemed to be impressed with the "in-the-clear"
arguments presented by the consumer electronics manufacturers during the NOI process. According to Walt,
there are some in the Commission who seem to prefer
implementing Rules that would require cable systems to
deliver signals that can be received by acable-ready TV
without aset-top device in all new systems and upgrades
in five years and everywhere within 10 years.
This seems to be borne out in an FCC press release
that emerged on Nov. 10, 1993. Itn that release there
was this paragraph:
"The Commission stated that while the supplemental equipment/Decoder Interface approach appears to be the most practical approach for resolving the major compatibility problems between cable systems and consumer electronics equipment,
it nonetheless believes the most desirable solution
would be for cable operators to use technologies
that provide subscribers all authorized signals 'in
the clear,' without scrambling. The Commission
stated that it therefore intends to encourage the
use of technologies that eliminate the need for additional cable equipment in the home."

How the FCC will "encourage" the shift to in-theclear technolgies is unclear, but Walt is cautious and
warns operators not to take anything for granted. "If
you're aregulator without atechnical background who
doesn't understand the impracticalities of that (approach), it sounds nice," Walt says. "It's just too bad it
doesn't work."

Why It won't work
Why don't they work? There are several reasons why
in-the-clear technologies are not the panacea they are
often perceived to be, says Walt. The first is that they
appear to fly in the face of atransaction-oriented relationship between the cable operator and the viewer.
"We all believe this is the most exciting high-growth
area," now that video on demand, interactive shopping
and other multimedia applications that require aconversation between the customer and operator are just beginning to gain recognition. In order to perform these
transactions, consumers will select from amenu of
items and then be force-tuned to the proper channel at
the proper time.
Furthermore, solutions like interdiction are recognized to be more expensive than set-top signal control
because asystem would often have to be rebuilt to accommodate the hardware. Additional issues plaguing
interdiction include powering and questions about its
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ability to keep unauthorized customers from
tapping into services they don't pay for.
While broadband descrambling is aconcept
that appears to answer some of those questions, the technology is still in its infancy. To
date, the technology has yet to be put into atrial and there are concerns over the number of
channels it can control.
And other, more simple approaches like traps
continue to be popular, but most are not remotely controllable, which makes special event viewing alogistical nightmare for cable operators.

Digital standards?
More importantly, the recently released Notice of Proposed Rulemalcing finally emerged
during the Western Cable Show in Anaheim
last month, about three weeks later than originally promised. While it isn't the FCC's last
word on the subject, the NPRM generally reflects the policies favored by that body as it
prepares to write the final rules.
In general, it contains few surprises for cable operators. The major short-term provisions
include aprohibition on scrambling in the ba-

sic programming tier; the provision of set-tops
with timers, bypass circuitry, etc. that interface
better with TVs and VCRs; and aconsumer
education program on compatibility matters.
New consumer electronics equipment will
require, starting in 1997, aDecoder Interface;
the ability to tune to 1GHz; and tuners with
improved shielding against DPU. Cable operators will be required to use the Decoder Interface by placing acomponent decoder in their
systems, or use in-the-clear technologies like
interdiction, traps, broadband descrambling,
etc.
Furthermore, although it recognizes that
digital technology is just emerging, the FCC is
proposing to develop adigital transmission
standard in order to avoid future compatibility
problems.
"The problem with digital standards is that
it's way too early to set them," Walt believes.
"Semiconductor technology is such that every
18 to 24 months the number of transistors you
can afford
doubles." For
example, the
first microcomputer
chip, the
8088, had
30,000 transistors in it.
The Intel 486
chip has 1.2
million and
the new Pentium has 3.1
million. "If
you project
that out 10
years, you're
talking about achip with 90 million transistors
on it," says Walt.
Even if technology levels off and the number of transistors stops at 10 or 20 million,
Walt argues it's better to wait afew years before locking into astandard. "It's crystal clear
to me that you can make much better pictures
with 20 million transistors than you can with 2
million. We cannot, at the present time, freeze
the technology and say we're going to live
with this level of technology for the next several decades.
"The digital challenge is going to be an interesting one," he continues. "There are anumber of issues that go beyond what meets the
eye. There are digital services and there are
switched digital services. There are alot of unknowns, which is why standards can't be developed yet."
But in the near-term, much work has to be
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"The problem
with digital
standards
is that it's
way too early
to set them."

done to develop aDecoder Interface that will work in
both the analog and digital domains. Acommittee of
engineers, chaired by Walt, has been meeting regularly
to do just that.
The group met Dec. 8-9 in New Orleans and, after
another round of "extremely difficult" negotiations,
truck some compromises for the development of adecoder interface, just in time to have it included in the
FCC Rules in April.
According to Walt, the committee agreed to abroadband IF output that will accommodate undemodulated
signals and an RF passband that will allow cable operators to migrate to digital transmission. Also, control signals that allow forced tuning, on-screen displays and
menu selection will be included as part of the standard.
The committee will now turn its attention to the intimate technical details that will make these agreements
possible, Walt says.

Smart TVs or smart set-tops?
Now that the two sides have successfully negotiated
asettlement in the compatibility wars, can the fences dividing them be mended, or are their interests so fundamentally different that they will one day be at loggerheads again?
"We have two alternatives," Walt notes. "One is to
get involved and cooperate and the other is to have this

all over again—with the potential that next time around it
will be alot worse. A lot depends on the regulatory and
political climate over the next few years. But if the two
industries can cooperate, the costs and opportunities for
both industries and the consumer can be optimized."
But the issue is so complex, nothing is simple. For
example, within the cable industry the interests of cable
operators and equipment suppliers must be taken into
account. "What is best for one isn't necessarily best for
the other," Walt said. "When Iworked at Zenith, it was
my job to sell as many boxes as possible at the highest
margin as possible. But for operators, keeping capital
costs under control is extremely important."
Concern is already growing on the consumer electronics side as they see cable operators preparing to deploy intelligent digital set-tops over the next couple of
years. "When they see the digital set-top box we're deploying, they see all it can do and they are concerned
that the TV becomes asimple monitor, with all the
functionality resident in the set-top.
"The ultimate nightmare for the consumer electronics manufacturers is that they are reduced to selling
monitors," Walt continues. If that happens, TVs will be
sold on price alone, aprospect that simply mortifies an
industry that already sells units at tiny or non-existent
profit margins.
Of course, set-top manufacturers have adifferent
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point of view. General Instrument, which sells
more set-tops than anyone else, displayed its
controversial "Joey" product at The Western
Show last month. Joey consists of aTV monitor with aslot into which the intelligent "guts"
are placed. This modular approach eliminates
redundant tuners, power supplies and other
electronics and provides amethod by which
the descrambling functions can take place inside the TV.
The opposite extreme, and what the TV
makers want, is to put the digital electronics
that are now being placed in set-tops directly
into the TV, leaving only the control and special services to be plugged in externally.
In fact, the ultimate goal of TV manufacturers is to have no external ports whatsoever,
said Walt. "They want aTV with no external
ports, because they (ports) allow us to put
functionality outside the TV, which moves the
TV to amonitor. And the monitor is death."
The TV industry is so afraid of being reduced to monitors, it even has anegative sales
commission tied into inexpensive, featureless
TVs, says Walt. A salesman often must actually pay his employer if he sells one of those
models. That fact, combined with tremendous
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factory overcapacity and intense price competition that is perpetuated by manufacturers who
want to protect market share, makes features
the most important TV sales tool.
But the day when TVs are completely
closed units with no external ports is still far
off in the future because as digital technology
evolves and improves, there will be aneed to
be able to swap decompressors and replace
them with better units, Walt remarks.
"In the future, some portion of the digital
electronics will be integrated into the TV," Walt
speculates. "When digitial technology stabilizes, maybe someday the decompression can be
absorbed into the TV and perhaps the descrambling functions too, if we have asmart card for
security. But that can occur only after there is a
lengthy track record of successful encryption
that cannot be broken. A good test will be DBS,
which is selling it's receivers to consumers.
"The hazard is that consumer electronics
companies are always under pressure to reduce
costs," Walt notes. "Someone may decide to
take aless expensive route to access control
and that may make the system easier to break.
In the digital age, there's enough computing
power in people's homes to take asignal, hack
it and break it."

What's next?
So, what does the future hold for Walt Ciciora? Just like the compatibility issue, there
are both short- and long-term answers. In the
short-term, Walt will continue to champion the
compatibility proceeding with support provided by the NCTA. He has also taken on some
consulting projects.
He also promises to spend more time with
his wife Jeanette, whom he met in college and
with whom he's had four children. He says that
with all the work that's gone into the compatibility negotiations, the quality time at home
has all but disappeared.
And perhaps he'll have more time to visit
with each of his children, all of whom are
grown now. Karen, 27, is amechanical engineer and licensed pilot who works for the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers in
Manhattan; Steve, 26, works for the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
building instrumentation for NASA's U-2 that
monitors air pollution; Paul, 25, is achef living
in West Virginia; and Susan, 24, recently graduated from the University of Tulsa with amasters in industrial organization.
But in the long-term, Walt would like to
find himself working full-time for asingle employer. His interests continue to revolve
around making the television viewing experience both easier and more rewarding. As such,
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN JANUARY

he's looking forward to the day when electronic program guides become pervasive. Walt
himself is enamored with the concept of a
"mood guide" from which viewers can select
genres of programming, depending upon their
immediate mood.
Another possibility is the development of a
"smart" switcher box. In the past, switchers
were developed in an effort to make
cable, TVs
and VCRs
work better
together. The
problem was
that those
units often did
nothing to relieve confusion and
couldn't be
controlled remotely.
Walt thinks
the time is
ripe for the
development
of anew
switcher that
incorporates amicroprocessor and on-screen
displays in its design. It would work by asking
the viewer what he wanted. The viewer would
respond via remote control and the program is
either tuned on the TV, recorded on the VCR
or the VCR is programmed for future recording. "I'm convinced that product exists in
some laboratory, although I'm not aware of
who's developing it," Walt says. "It's alogical
product, and now, it's affordable."
Those interests, combined with Walt's intelligence and professionalism, make it easy to
predict that Walt won't be unemployed long.
He and Jeanette, ever the optimists, are convinced this shake-up will lead them to anew
exciting place. For Jeanette, who enjoys riding
horses and volunteering as an emergency medical technician, that means being around other
people who like to ride horses.
All of that sounds fine to Walt—as long as he
doesn't have to move Jeanette's two horses
across the country again. He had to do that a
few years ago when ATC moved its headquarters from Denver to Stamford, Conn. The task
turned into an ordeal that had Walt dreaming
that the horses got out of their trailer and ran
all the way back to Colorado.
Since then, however, Walt's nightmares
have changed: "Now when Idream, Idream
with digital artifacts." CND

"The ultimate

nightmare for
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manufacturers
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Integrated cablephone
starniustnaekt:s1'; network
given official sanction
By Fred Dawson
Editor's Note: Beginning with this issue,
the evolution of the traditional cable TV entertaininent network into an interactive "full service" telecommunications platform will be a
keen focus of this magazine. A key part of this
coverage is this new monthly department,
which has been created to report and comment on the events surrounding this fast-paced
evolution.

T
he commercial opportunities surrounding

integrated telephony-over-cable technology
received an official sanction of sorts last
month with adecision by Pacific Bell to
replace copper lines serving five million
households with an AT&T-supplied star/bus
distribution plant.
The project, estimated to cost between $4
billion and $5 billion over the next seven
years, goes well beyond any use of cablephone technology yet announced. Further, the
move establishes that to the satisfaction of a
major Bell company, the cable industry's
fiber/coaxial hybrid broadband network not
only performs to current telephone standards
but is suited to accommodate the introduction
of advanced digital services well into the next
decade.

Others agree with the approach
PacBell is not alone among major telcos on
this point. Joe DeMauro, strategic planning
director for Nynex, says his company's rollout
of broadband networks, closely matching
PacBell's in scope and timing, will use the
fiber/coaxial hybrid in densely populated
areas, while sticking with traditional fiber-tothe-curb in the suburbs.
US West is another telco considering similar deployment. The company, which earlier
this year said it would move into deployment
of fiber/coax overlays of fiber-to-the-curb
(FTTC), is considering going to an integrated
star/bus approach, sources within the company
say.
While the local exchange industry as a
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whole is likely to pursue amix of local loop
distribution techniques for some time to come,
the telco embrace of cablephone confirms
early claims by some cable industry engineers
that the industry has at hand an affordable,
extremely flexible option for getting into residential telephony. And, the cablephone
approach is apparently beeing deemed do-able
at alevel of technical sophistication and compatibility that meets the next generation performance requirements of the telephone industry.
Further confirmation of this trend lies in the
fact that over the past few months, several
vendors have stepped in to offer both cable
and telephone industries the star/bus path to
broadband.
AT&T Network Systems won the PacBell
order for everything from the central officebased host digital terminal (HDT) through to
the optical network interfaces (ONI) mounted
outside customer premises.
The contract represents one of the biggest
single-vendor contracts ever announced in the
telephone industry. The companies said the
technology is similar to the CLC-500 system

developed for the U.K. cable TV market in
cooperation with Optical Networks
International.
However, they said, the technology
approach differs in important respects, such as
the use of proprietary software developed by
Pacific Bell and an overall design approach
more compatible with U.S. telephone networks.

Jones names S-A supplier

A week after the PacBell announcement,
Jones Lightwave and its affiliated MSO, Jones
Intercable, named Scientific-Atlanta as supplier for the first U.S. market trial of cable-delivered telephony service. The trial is scheduled
to begin in the Chicago area by the middle of
next year.
The companies,
In the last few
with MCI as the long
distance partner, will
months, several
also provide along
distance access service to 50 of their
vendors have
employees in
Alexandria, Va.
stepped in to
ADC Telecommunications, which has
offer the
been pursuing integrated broadband
star/bus design
designs for cable and
telephony sinceit purto both the cable
chased American
Lightwave Systems
and telephone
three years ago, is
another supplier of
star/bus technology.
industries.

Continued on page 60

Cable networks and energy management
While much of the discussion concerning the advantages of the star/bus topology has focused on delivery of entertainment and telecommunications services, a
growing number of network strategists are also taking ahard look at the energy
management side of the picture.
The most recent activity to capture headlines in this regard involves planning for
apilot project by Tele-Communications Inc., Pacific Gas & Electric and, possibly,
Microsoft Corp. Sources say the companies are looking at providing some 200
homes in Walnut Creek, Calif. with customer energy management and a"smart
home" interface with the cable system.
"We've been in discussions with several electric utilities across the country, and
we've found alot of interest in our ideas," says John Bringenberg, manager of
strategic planning at TCI. Although he declined to be more specific about the talks
with PG&E, he says: "We would hope to become involved in some trials with
major utilities."
The concept involves use of cable lines to provide awideband telemetry link
over which utilities can monitor and bill for energy use based on costs at time of
consumption. According to utility industry advocates of the idea, the ability of cusContinued on page 58
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tomers to capitalize on off-peak electricity prices could translate into significant
reductions in consumption, thereby alleviating pressure to add peak power generating facilities.
"A decade ago," Bringenberg notes,
"utilities did all their planning based on
how much energy might be used at a
peak and then building enough generating capacity to meet that demand.
Today they are pursuing much more
sophisticated planning models that help
them to integrate demand side reductions in energy consumption with supply
side increases in capacity."

Tests in Little Rock
Entergy Corp., the first utility to apply
demand reduction techniques over a
broadband cable system, is operating a
test outside Little Rock involving about
100 households. The company estimates it can achieve savings of $1,200
per household over a20-year period in
those segments of the population base
where the system is deemed appropriate.
Entergy calculates that about onethird of its household base fits the economic and lifestyle patterns where such
savings would be possible.
For examplke, Entergy has asked
state regulators in Georgia, Arkansas
and elsewhere to support spending on
such systems as an alternative to allocating capital funds to plant expansion.
Don Marquart, executive vice president at First Pacific Networks, says the
interest level among utilities is outstripping his company's ability to keep up
with the inquiries.
FPN, maker of the "PowerView" technology currently undergoing testing by
Entergy, is apioneer in the integration of
data and voice services over coaxial
networks. In fact, trials are underway at
anumber of locations in the U.S. and
the U.K.
"The utilities side has come on very
strong," Marquart says, noting that
Southern Corp., another major power
company with operations in four states,
is completing prove-in of the PowerView
system in preparation for tests similar to
the one undertaken by Entergy.
Southern, pending completion of initial
testing, has agreed to become an equity
investor in FPN along with Entergy,
which holds alarge minority stake.
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For acable company, the energy connection has several ramifications extending beyond whatever direct service revenues could be derived. In fact,
Bringenberg says, the revenue part of
the equation isn't the primary driver
behind TCI's interest.

carrier or possibly some RF carrier in
the home," Bringenberg says.
"Once you have that LAN capacity
you also probably need to devote some
of the processing power (in the cable
service control box) so that the utilities
can have access to some of the brain in
order to manage things, and they probably need alittle bit of the memory as
well."
This is where the big win for the utilities comes in, he adds. "Once we do
this, we can probably save the utility
several hundred dollars on adevice of
this type that they would have to put in
for their own communications purposes
anyway."
On the cable side, the benefits flow
not only to justifying awire link to every
household but to positioning the operator as the supplier of "smart home"
capabilities of every description. The
application of user interface software
such as Microsoft is developing for
household energy cost and consumption
displays would also create agraphic
interface for operating appliances, lights
and other household facilities.
—Fred Dawson

Cable penetration benefits

Equally or more important, he notes,
are benefits to cable penetration that
might come with atie-in with autility.
"We are reasonably convinced that the
electric utility can help cable get access
to homes that don't subscribe to cable,"
he says.
"By working together we believe we
can find an economic way to put connectivity in all those homes so that those
people do have access to the broadband
highway."
In addition, he notes, adding the utility
management service to the integrated
service equation puts cable in the position of providing aLAN (local area network) capability in the home.
"This is basically achip which would
give the utility access to various appliances in the home over the power line
Home system functions
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premises. Notes Ron Foster, vice president
and general manager of telecom systems at SA, "The CoAccess system was designed from
scratch to mimic everything that atelephone
system does with no changes in customer
equipment."
The system terminates the coaxial drop at a
residential interface unit mounted on the outside of the customer's premises. The RIU
directs voice signals to standard, twisted pair
lines inside the premises and passes the cable
service to the in-home coaxial wiring. The
system has no impact on which types of cable
security and set-top devices are used by the
cable operator.
In aconSome vendors are trasting
approach,
General
offering the
Instrument's
Devereaux says
2-30 MHz return the integrated
service system
band; others are developed in
conjunction
embracing with DSC separates the indi5-42 MHz. vidual subscriber line
card from the headend- or central officeinstalled home digital terminal, placing it in
the set-top box instead. The fiber/coax system,
then, provides afrequency multiplexed,
unswitched path to the set-top from the headend.
The DSC system is designed to Bellcore's
broadband switching standards, which means
the box in the home will have access to every
type of advanced digital service envisioned for
the telephone industry. Devereaux says the
firms will also offer other versions of the system that identify different locations for the
customer interface units.

The reverse band

Some vendors, for the time being at least,
are sticking with the established upstream subband at 2- MHz to 30 MHz. Others, like
AT&T Network Systems, are moving to wider
bandwidth, in the range of 5MHz to 42 MHz.
The wider return bandclearly represents abig
performance leap in filters.
Along with supporting advanced service
provisioning, the star/bus design extends
sophisticated computer monitoring of the network all the way to the user interface, which is
amajor source of the system's appeal to telcos.
Notes Lee Camp, PacBell's vice president
of strategic planning, the star/bus system puts
adigital, easy to monitor signal out in the
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field all the way to the customer premises.
The design, Camp says, performs at far less
cost than would be possible over twisted pair
or fiber.
Camp says that once the company had
determined the fiber/coax design was by far
the least costly broadband network to put in
place, it discovered that the design would net
huge savings in operations.

Network savings

"We'll be able to pay for this network
through savings from lower maintenance,
improved inventory management and lower
provisioning costs," Camp says.
The significance of the new integrated
broadband architecture to the future of both
the telephone and cable industries was underscored by the fact that the PacBell deal
marked AT&T's first product entry into
broadband telephony in the U.S., following
several years of internal research and debate
over which approaches to take in the marketplace.
According to Jack Harrington, aregional
vice president of AT&T Network Systems, the
company will provide whatever design
approaches customers desire. At this point,
though, Harrington says no other broadband
product line is slated for production for the
U.S. market.
"We think that, across the globe, customers
are going to settle in on some variation of this
theme we have introduced here," Harrington
says.
Even in Europe, he adds, the present commitment to all-optical systems could change
and probably will in some areas.
"Of course, we'll be responsive to what
customers want. We won't be eliminating any
possibilities by going in this direction,"
Harrington notes. "But clearly, we see a
tremendous opportunity here."
Harrington stresses that there are definite
distinctions between what AT&T is supplying
to PacBell and the type of "overlay"
fiber/coaxial network being explored by some
telcos.
"The type of design you want depends on
how you view the migration path to broadband," Harrington says. "The question is, do
you want to build the business around existing
services, or do would you rather move directly
to next generation fully integrated services? It
depends on your view of the evolution."

Making the design decision

In the telco's case, the decision rests on the
company's confidence in its ability to win
marketshare by offering services that are a
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step beyond its competitors' offerings, which
is what PacBell is hoping to do. In the case of
acable company looking at entry into telephony, the situation is reversed: do you want to
merely duplicate what the telco offers or do
you see an opportunity tied to more advanced
services?
For cable operators, the decision may be
easier to make on the side of less advanced
services, at least at the outset, because doing
so unearths an opportunity to compete with
the telco on price where long distance service
access is concerned.

Anew alliance

If, as MCI's Nat Davis believes, the cable
industry has an opportunity to build abusiness
around the cost advantages on this score, its
move into telephony could be along amodularly upgradable path. The starting point along
that path, Davis believes, is fairly basic.
"We're anticipating that MCI will be interconnecting with anumber of cable companies
for purposes of providing these types of services," says Davis, MCI's senior vice president, access services.
The company is offering to work with cable
operators in avariety of ways, including as
supplier of local switching capabilities, should
the operator want to pursue full telephone service.
Davis says such arrangements point up the
possiblity of working with individual operators in conjunction with deployment of technology like Scientific-Atlanta's to provide
entry into telephony at the franchise level,
without concern for whether many other cable
operators in agiven area are partnered in the
effort.
"We see an opportunity to work with individual cable companies in business arrangements that don't require equity investments,
exchanges of shares or other more complex
deals," he notes.

Major benefits to cablenhone
The flexibility to enter telephone service to
whatever degree regulatory and other circumstances allow is amajor benefit of the cablephone technology for the cable side of the
local loop equation.
As aresult, cable operators, all the way
down to the individual franchise level may
soon find that getting into the phone business
is not theoverwhelming or even daunting
prospect it once seemed. CED
Mr. Dawson is aveteran cable industry
journalist who has been writing about
cable/telco issues for several years.
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W ESTERN SHOW H IGHLIGHTS

Broadband
networks
dominate Show

By Roger Brown

T
he cable industry took agiant step forward

in its efforts to convince people it can build a
broadband fiber/coax network capable of
delivering awide variety of switched, interactive services during last month's Western
Show through CableNet '93, ahands-on multimedia exhibit organized by Cable Television
Laboratories.
The exhibit brought together two dozen different vendors, some of which are intense
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to 80 Gbps. The new switch will support
ATM inputs and Sonet OC-3 and OC-12
transport protocols. The switch will allow
cable operators to bundle video, voice and
data and automatically allocate bandwidth
uniquely to specific subscribers.

competitors, on aredundant digital fiber ring
network operating at 2.4 gigabits per second.
The intent was to show attendees that different
network building blocks can be made to interoperate on the network of tomorrow—one that
will incorporate educational, entertainment
and workplace services to the home.
CableNet '93 featured operational ATM
switches that made possible the delivery of
services planned for the full service network.
Applications included video on demand with
full VCR-like features, distance learning, telephony, MPEG encoding and decoding, highbit-rate digital subscriber line digital ad transport and other services. (See diagram.)
The exhibit provided aforum for amultitude of companies new to the cable industry,
including: Grass Valley, Unisys, NEC,
Northern Telecom and Sun. Northern
Telecom, whose parent company announced
at the show that it purchased a30 percent
stake in Jones Intercable, intends to launch
itself into the cable market.
NT scheduled apress conference to unveil
publicly for the first time its new Magellan
Concorde switch, designed to offer 40 Gbps
capacity, but which is scalable from 10 Gbps

Ad Index

Operators form joint venture
If the message of the exhibit was "interoperability," cable operators must have gotten
the message. During the show, TCI, Time
Warner, Cox Cable, Continental Cablevision
and Comcast Corp.—the partners involved in
the Teleport Communications
Group—announced the creation of anew joint
venture. This new effort will attempt to combine disparate cable networks to offer personal
communications services, data, video telephony, energy management, and residential
switched services when the regulations
restricting local loop competition are relaxed.
Taking the Chicago area as an example,
Bob Thomson, TCI senior vice president of
communications and policy, noted that while
just one telephone company serves the entire
metro area, no fewer than 12 cable operators
have portions of the market. It is the lack of
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interconnection in urban areas that many feel
is the reason cable operators would be unable
to effectively compete against telcos with long
distance providers.
Although the deal is expected to be completed early this year, the companies involved
said their plans are firm and real, even if the
partners add telephone companies as partners
or equity investors (as TCI, Time Warner and
Cox already have).
Few details of the venture's structure or
management were offered, although it was
said the model would be Teleport, which is
structured in such away that cable operators
contribute capital and gain equity in affiliates
in each market based on the number of telephone access lines within their cable service
area. The also have separate equity in the
parent company, which handles all marketing, sales, network management and provisioning. This structure permits local operators that are not investors in the parent company to have equity in the markets in which
they operate.
The companies involved extended the
opportunity to participate to other cable operators. The hope is that the venture will offer a
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broad range of brand-name services in various markets

Telephony and multimedia

•

Telephony over cable and interactive multimedia were the main application themes of all
the new technology that was on display in
Anaheim. General Instrument, with the ink on
its agreement with DSC Communications still
drying, showed in concept how residential
telephony services can be overlaid on the
hybrid fiber/coax network and then split off to
feed the twisted pair wire in the home.
The "Coaxial Network Unit" that serves
multiple homes or an MDU with 24 twisted
pairs will be developed by the middle of 1994,
GI officials promised. A unit designed to attach
to individual homes is due in early 1995.
Scientific-Atlanta also featured telephony
services, demonstrating how its new
CoAccess system will work. Dual
telephone/video capabilities are provided by
new headend and residential products that will
be integrated into the fiber to the serving area
family of products.
Telephone services are integrated in a
multi-line, expandable architecture that
requires no in-home wiring changes. The
headend unit performs the multiplexin and
demultiplexing of the digital signals, the interface to aClass 5or other switch, system diagnostics and the interface to the operations and
provisioning controller (for more detail, see
story, page 56.)

¡Cl buys 400,000 more digital set-tops
Meanwhile, cable operator TeleCommunications Inc. (ICI) raised afew eyebrows when it committed to purchase 300,000
digital set-top decoders from ScientificAtlanta and 100,000 more boxes from
Hewlett-Packard, it was announced in
Anaheim.
In each case, the set-tops will be built with
"dual-mode" DigiCipher and MPEG-2 decoding circuits, according to representatives of
both vendors. The DigiCipher decompression
technology will be licensed from General
Instrument Corp.
Last year, ICI announced its plans to purchase Imillion set-tops from Jerrold/General
Instrument. Current plans call for those units to
be rolled out in the latter half of next year. This
announcement represents the first industry
order for set-tops given to someone other than
General Instrument, which has commitments
from several MSOs for several million units.
The announcement is particularly significant in that it represents the first time HewlettPackard, acompany well-known and respected

for its test instruments, has been tapped to
provide in-home equipment for acable system. The order is "hopefully, the first of
many," said Laurie Frick, H-P's marketing
manager, interactive TV appliances, who
added that the final design of the set-top has
yet to be determined.
H-P announced its intention to actively pursue the interactive television market last summer by creating intelligent set-tops, printers
and other home accessories, video servers and
computer syslf the message of tems for billing
and tracking.
the exhibit was The company commissioned astudy
"interoperability," that contacted
4,000 concable operators sumers to
determine the
must have gotten size of the market for interacthe message. tive services.
The company
also spoke with telephone companies, cable
operators and others to develop an open systems approach to its set-top design.
"We learned what it will take to make
interactive television asuccess from the consumer's perspective," said Harry McKinney,
general manager of H-P's interactive television appliances organization. "We used that
knowledge to refine our product offering and
we bring that information to our relationships
with potential partners."

Sega orders adapters
GI and S-A also split ahardware order
from The Sega Channel, which announced it
has chosen the two full service manufacturers
to design and produce in-home adapters and
headend equipment for the delivery of video
games on demand to cabled homes by next
summer. Sega Channel partners ICI. and
Time Warner Cable have guaranteed each
developer an order of 250,000 adapters, Sega
officials said. The adapters, expected to cost
about $100 each, plug directly into the inhome Sega Genesis game machine owned by
consumers.
In the agreement, S-A will design and produce the system architecture, headend equipment and in-home, cable-to-game-unit
adapters for a12-market test—including six
ICI properties and six Time Warner properties—slated for March. GI will also produce
adapters when the game service rolls out
nationally.
The technology allows asystem operator to
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receive achannel's worth of games from
Sega, uplink them via satellite and transmit
them to cable headends. At the headend, cable
operators will use a$5,000 GI or S-A receiver/demodulator to receive the games and pass
them on to subscriber homes. Subscribers will
be able to select from some 50 different
games at any one time, Sega officials said.

CableLabs budgets staff additions
Don't look for the telco/cable mergers to
diminish MS0 interest in its industry technical
clearinghouse, Cable Television Laboratories
Inc. Meeting Nov. 30 at the Western Cable
Show, the CableLabs board of directors
approved abudget slightly larger than last
year's $12 million and slated nine new positions for the staff as the industry prepares to
deal with competition and cooperation from
the computer and telephone industries.
As CableLabs members develop their
"competitive postures," with or without telco
partners, said Labs President Richard Green,
CableLabs will continue to focus on network
architecture and "the infusion of computing
power in to the network"—both activities benefitting the broadest spectrum of members.
Going forward toward "the holy grail of
network interoperability," the staff will consolidate efforts around architecture, applications
requirements, computer software and physical
hardware specifications, Green concluded

Adelphia to test Internet access
Joining an ever-growing list of operators
interested in opening access to Internet,
Adelphia Communications Corp. will conduct
atrial of EMI Communications Corp's new
Info Net service in Syracuse, N.Y., officials
from the company announced.
Although the EMI's first offering will be
Internet access for home computer owners, the
Info Net package includes deployment of a
headend data server for development of local
news and community information services.
Newhouse subsidiary EMI operates regional
banking networks and avoice and data network for New York state.
Speaking of tests, Prevue Networks initiated the industry's first set-top interactive guide
tests in Fairfax County, Va. Through its
Trakker Interactive Services affiliate, Prevue
is delivering "Quikvue," anew service that
utilizes the basic interactive guide functionality available through the Zenith Multimedia 1
terminal. Prevue is also working with Jerrold,
S-A and Pioneer set-tops to ensure compatibility. Hardware built by those four companies
enable viewers to access Quikvue or the
niul ti-featured "Prevue Express." CED
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New products
debut at
Western Show
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rom telephony over cable to less exotic
items, ahuge number of new products were
unveiled during the Western Cable Show in
Anahiem last month. What follows is asynopsis of the new products that were announced
by equipment suppliers and manufacturers.

Alpha Technologies
New from Alpha Technologies is adualoutput uninterruptible power supply capable
of handling both the AC and DC power
requirements of acombined cable TV and
telecommunications network. Developed to
meet the powering needs of these converging
technologies, the Alpha XM6015-48SE is
already in use in the United Kingdom, company officials said. The UPS provides up to two
hours of backup time for the cable system, and
up to eight hours of backup for the telecommunications network.
An optional status monitoring interface is
available to alert operators at acentral
office—or remote dispatch center—of any powering problems, including low and high battery conditions, breaker tripping, main power
loss or any other conditions that may affect
power delivery to the network. This interface
connects directly to the telephony status monitoring system, and monitors intrusion, temperature, humidity and other telephony processed
alarms.

AM Communications
New from AM Communications is its
PreVu software, designed to remotely measure
and diagnose cable TV systems. The software
is the first in anew family of software products from AM which run within aMicrosoft
Windows environment. PreVu, AM officials
said, enables operators to perform spectrum
analysis and frequency response measurements using the company's remote performance monitor. Also new from AM: the 9031
modulator test generator, aremote controlled
headend device which provides test video signals for measuring amodulator's in-channel
flatness. The unit operates in either awide-
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band noise or swept carrier mode, and can
drive up to eight modulators simultaneously.
Also, AM announced its F.A.C.T.S. software
system now supports complete FCC test autotion and report generation.

Channelmatic

Antec
Antec announced its "Gateway" generation
of optical receivers designed for use within
evolving broadband networks and capable of
delivering voice, video, data and compressed
signals from the headend through fiber optic
systems and into the coaxial cable television
plant to the subscriber. The receiver is modular in design, Antec officials said, and was
devoloped by the company in conjunction
with Augat, AT&T and Harmonic
Lightwaves.
Features of the Gateway receiver include an
analog and digital platform, built-in redundancy options, multiple RF output options, return
laser capability, and 1GHz housing with 750
MHz actives.
Also new from Antec: the Laser Link II
Plus HP transmitter, designed and manufactured for the company by AT&T and suitable
for applications which require 80 channels and
high loss budgets over 30 km lengths.
Preliminary specs for 80 channels with aloss
budget of 11 dB are C/N, 52 dB; CSO, 61 dB
and CTB, 65 dB. Currently, the transmitter
offers output power from 7mW to 12 mW,
Antec officials said.

C-COR Electronics
C&P Telephone, asubsidiary of Bell
Atlantic, placed an order for aC-COR/COMLUX digital multichannel fiber optic system
for use within the Washington, D.C. area, CCOR announced. The order represents the
seventh such system C&P has bought from the
company this year.
C&P interconnects the major domestic and
international television networks, government
agencies, cable TV program networks, video
production studios and satellite earth stations
over non-compressed video fiber optic links
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located in the nation's capital.
C-COR further announced that its Asian
and Middle Eastern distributor, Pan Asain
Systems, concluded acontract with the
Asianet Group of India. In the contract,
C-COR will provide the RF amplifiers and
main line passives, including aspecially
designed minitrunk.
Showing off its 750 MHz "Flexnet" amplifiers in Anaheim, C-COR officials explained
that three configuations are available: its
FlexNet trunk with three active outputs; its
FlexNet bridger with two active bridger level
outputs and its 700 Series line extenders with
automatic, thermal and manual level control
options. All feature parallel hybrid device
technology and external test points at all ports.

Channelmatic demonstrated at the Show its
new Audio Level Control module that incorporates circuitry to provide automatic signal
level control while additionally improving the
overall sound quality.
Featuring 10 DP switch selectable attack
and recover time periods, the module can be
custom configured to match the audio characteristics of different network programming.
Twenty-four channels of audio control require
only two rack units of physical space at acost
of about $300 per channel. The modular
design of the rack frame also incorporates an
automatic by-pass relay when amodule is
removed.
According to Mike Watson, senior vice
president for Channelmatic, "the performance
specifications of our new audio controller
were, in the past, only available in products in
the $1,000 range."
Channelmatic also showcased its full production version of Adcart/D digital ad insertion system. Demonstrations included realtime MPEG compression and automatic insertion playback.
Adcart/D's unique platform features spot
library management, single channel integrity,
dynamic memory management, scaleable
video quality and ahardware platform that can
economically accommodate up to hundreds of
channels.

ComSonics
ComSonics used the Western Show venue
to announce the introduction of several new
products, including Video Window, designed
for video signal measuring; GeoSNIFFER, a
global leakage detection system; and aline of
fiber optic cable testing products, including
FiberLite, optical power meters, asinglemode
modulated laser light source and abackreflec-
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tion laser light source.
GeoSNIFFER surveys an entire cable system for signal lealcge based on Global
Positioning Satellite technology. ComSonics
officials said the system is priced at "less than
half' the cost of competitive products.
Video Window is adigital video multimeter designed to help cable operators comply
with FCC requirements in 1995. The unit tests
differential gain, differential phase and chroma-luminance delay, among others.
The company's laser light sources operate
at 1310 nm and 1550 nm wavelengths, and are
designed to operate with the company's optical power meters for end-to-end loss testing
on fiber links. The optical power meters, also
new, are hand-held and are available in two
styles: aselectable wavelength (850 nm, 1310
nm and 1550 nm) and adual powermeter,
which measures at 1310 nm and 1550 nm,
controllable via atwo-way switch. The company's new WindowLite PLUS and FiberLite
modules add modularity and enhanced diagnostics. Lastly, the company's new backreflection laser light source cam be used for singlemode loss testing via astabilized 1550 nm
laser light source.

Digital Equipment Corp.
Digital Equipment Corp., Times Mirror
Cable Television and Arizona State
University's Computer Integrated
Manufacturing Research Center have created
an alliance to launch business-to-business,
high-speed digital networks in Phoenix, Ariz.
Times Mirror will provide fiber/coax interconnection. DEC will provide its 10 megabitper-second Channel Works and FDDI local
area network transmission technologies. And
ASU, which originally approached DEC with
the network idea, will assess the value of the
network and applications for Phoenix area
businesses.
Businesses already committed to conduct
"electronic commerce" on the network include
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems and
Tempe Precision Aircraft.
Startup company SeaChange Technology
formed an alliance with DEC, including funding, to develop digital video software products
for cable, the companies announced. The DEC
funding will be devoted to continuation of
DEC's digital advertising insertion software
technology.

Electroline

Electroline Equipment announced anew
low-cost, low-noise amplifier to upgrade feeder plant bandwidths without moving line
extenders or adding power supplies. The new

amps were designed to help operators when
upgrading from 300 MHz or 750 MHz, company officials said. The amplifier is deisgned
to work at input levels as low as 0dBmV or 6dBmV, and can also be used as apre-amp
immediately prior to an existing line extender.
Also new from Electroline is the "Compact
Addressable Tap," an addressable multi-tap
available in both amplified and non-amplified
versions. Thus, operators can install a1
-GHz
tap with no loss—eliminating the need for additional distribution amps in certain environments, Electroline officials said.
Further, the tap features aone-third size
reduction over the company's existing
addressable MDU taps. Eight-, 12-, and 16port versions are available.
The company also announced the doubling
of its production facilities for its DROPAmp
subscriber amplifiers, triggered by increasing
demand for the product from North American
companies.

General Instrument

Several new products were showcased by
General Instrument, including its Jerrold LinX
module, which the company describes as a

connection to drive cable's interactive programming. LinX,in conjunction with GI's
CompuVerter, facilitates electronic program
guides, interactive advertising, data services
and interactive home shopping.
The CompuVerter, said Dan Moloney,
director of Jerrold subscriber marketing, is a
two-tiered set-top offering. The first boxes
will resemble traditional analog boxes; but
when the LinX module is inserted, the boxes
become interactive-capable. The second generation of CompuVerters will be targeted at
the company's DigiCable digital compression
units. Moloney said those units will be available "later next year."
Also new from GI is its Commander 6
headend modulator, capable of signal processing up to 1GHz. An accompanying demodulator, also within the Commander 6series,
features remote control and monitoring capabilities, said GI officials. The new features
enable cable operators to control headend
operations remotely by altering and monitoring operating parameters. Both units will be
available in the first quarter of 1994, GI officials said.
On the lightwave front, GI is taking the
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wraps off its Starblazer 750 MHz laser module here. The new modules, GI officials said,
are built around GI's 500-channel laser, introduced last year.
Complementary products to the Starblazer
line are the AM-750ATH transmitter housing,
which holds up to two laser modules with a
reduced input level of 15 dBmV input and is
backward compatible with existing lasers. The
AM-750ATH's "plug and play" features maximize carrier-to-noise and distortion performance with reduced operational set-up time,
GI officials said.

Harmonic lightwaves
Harmonic Lightwaves showcased its new
PWRLink DFB transmitter in Anaheim,
designed for use in short links, distribution
and high density narrowcasting applications.
The transmitter complements the company's
existing YAGLink system and NMS 5000 network management system. Performance for
the new transmitter ranges from 9dB to 13 dB
optical budgets providing an end-of-line CNR
of +51 with CTB -67 dBc and CSO of -63
dBc.

Kaleida Laboratories
Kaleida Labs announced the development
of its Malibu graphics and memory-controller
chip, which Kaleida Labs designed, Motorola
will produce and Scientific-Atlanta will
include in its future set-top terminals.
The chip represents the "last piece" needed
to provide alow-cost, end-to-end and open
architecture package for multimedia and interactive applications, company officials said
yesterday.
The Malibu chip was designed for real-time
integration of high resolution text, enhanced
two-dimensional and three-dimensional animation and graphics, said Michael Braun,
president and CEO of Kaleida Labs. The chip
"embraces MPEG standards," Braun said.

LSI Logic
LSI Logic Corporation introduced its
L64000 MPEG-2 video decoder integrated circuit, the first in aplanned family of MPEG-2
based products which will enable system
designers to develop highly integrated solutions for interactive digital TV set-top
decoders. The family consists of applicationspecific standard products and LSI Logic's
CoreWare system building blocks, both of
which enable system designers to develop customized ICs for MPEG-2 systems. LSI
Logic's new video decoder is fully compliant
with the latest version of the MPEG-2 standard.
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Northern Telecom
Northern Telecom continued its product
development assault on the emerging broadband network industry at the Show, unveiling
yet another in its line of modular, broadband
switches.
The standard Magellan Concorde backbone
switch will offer 40 Gbps capacity, but is scalable down to 10 Gbps, or up to 80 Gbps. NT
expects the 10 gigabit platform will be ready
for lab trials in late 1994 and for full production by mid-1996.
On the input side (from long distance or
satellite sources), the Concorde will support
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) multimedia data packaging standards. On the trunking
side, it will first support Sonet OC-3 and OC12 transport protocols; by 1996, NT plans to
release an OC-48 version.
The design of NT's Magellan switches
includes three main elements: the core switch
(which can be scaled 10 to 80 Gbps using
modular "plug and play" line cards); acustomizable, real-time controller (the network
management "brains," adaptable to third-party
computer software systems); and the system
administration and monitoring layer.
NT's Multiple Priority System technology,
underpinning the Magellan switch series, will
enable MSOs to bundle voice, video and data
and to automatically allocate bandwidth in
ways unique to marketing broadband multimedia.
NT will address small- to large-scale applications with the switches, priced between
$200,00 and $450,000. The Magellan Passport
switch, introduced last March, is tailored to
corporate networks for computer and voice
interconnection. The Magellan Gateway
switch addresses multiple media "residential"
networks like those planned by cable and telco
operators, as well as "community" networks
connecting government, schools, hospitals and
businesses.
A Magellan Concorde "backbone" switch
will offer high-capacity connection among all
those networks and with public and long distance networks.
Among the unique features of the Concorde
is its use of line cards, which can be inserted
to upgrade capacity while the switch is live
and running, said NT officials.

Pioneer New Media Technologies
Pioneer New Media Technologies' cable
and broadcast systems group has unveiled its
new four-head digital laser disc player and
"alpha vision," aCD-sized playback system.
Pioneer said it is the first to introduce adigital
laser disc player with four independent heads.
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The player accommodates both analog and
digital outputs and serves as apay-per-view
transmission system for satellite delivery or
localized video playback. In addition, the unit
can be used as an archival source for video
servers.

Scientific-Atlanta
Scientific-Atlanta demonstrated aprototype
of its new CoAccess telephone service-delivery system that will enable switched telephone, video, data and interactive television
services to be delivered over broadband cable
TV networks.
The dual telephone/CATV capabilities are
provided by new cable headend and residential products to be integrated into the company's Fiber to the Serving Area (FSA) hybrid
fiber/coaxial broadband system architecture.
CoAccess is designed to be compatible
with today's public switched telephone networks, providing asingle network for video
and telephony services that makes efficient
use of the cable TV spectrum.
In the product design, telephone services
are integrated in amulti-line, expandable
architecture that requires no additional inhome wiring or equipment, enabling broadband network operators to integrate telephoneover-cable capabilities at alow cost of service.
The technology contained in the CoAccess
network is provided by aresidential interface
unit installed outside the home which permits
the broadband telephone signals carried over
the network to be terminated at the end of the
CATV cable drop and pass through the building as standard two-wire telephone signals.
Customers would see virtually no change in
the way their video or telephone service operates.

Standard Communications
Standard Communications took the wraps
off its compact modular VSB-AM headend
modulator distribution system, dubbed the
"Stratum Series."
The Stratum NAM550 is the major integration component of asystem which will provide redundancy, remote re-channelization,
standby power capability and self-aligning
output levels when monitored by the system
status controller, said Mason Truluck, V.P. of
sales and marketing.
Fundamental to the Stratum Series is a
compact rack system capable of containing
eight vertically-mounted modules and apower
supply in aspace only seven inches tall.
According to Truluck, this configuration
would allow up to 80 VSB-AM television
channels to be contained in asingle six-foot
1994
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rack.
Standard has tried to address the dynamic
needs of the CATV networks of the future by
designing Stratum to be self-aligning via a
system monitor port. When accessed by the
system monitor, the RF output channel frequency, visual carrier level, visual/aural ratio,
visual modulation and audio deviation can
also be controlled and monitored remotely,
said Truluck.
Also new from Standard is amodulator
designed to accept integrated options including an off-air cable TV processor and a
BTSC/MTS stereo generator. Called the
TVM550, the unit is the first of anew generation of modulators designed to break the bandwidth barrier while providing rebroadcastquality video and spurious-free RF performance.
The TVM550 is available with an integrated stereo generator or an off-air processor. By
combining components for these functions,
the TVM550 saves rack space, external wiring
and AC power requirements, and reduces heat
generated in the headend, company officials
said.

Telecorp
Telecorp introduced its new "payment
processor" software here, designed to increase
the efficiency of acable operator's non-pay
collections programs. The payment processor
software package is sold in conjunction with
the company's System 9000 predictive dialer.
It automates the collections process, providing
cable operators more control over their collections effort.
The software keeps track of payments
received on adaily basis, allowing the dialer
to call only those customers who meet the collection manager's criteria. It also tracks all
promises to pay and automatically calls back
those customers when payment is not received
on time.

TV/COM International
TV/COM International featured alive
demonstration of its new, real-time and
MPEG-based video compression system, first
announced at this year's National Show but on
display for the first time in Anaheim.
The system includes real-time encoding and
decoding, MPEG compatibility, MUSICAM
audio and user-selectable video data rates
(from 2Mbps to 15 Mbps), among other features.
The company also announced it has
received a$2 million order for its "Orion"
brand satellite scrambling system from The
Chinese Channel.

The order will be delivered in the first
quarter of next year, TV/Corn officials said.
Follow-on orders are anticipated, as the
Chinese Channel expands its current 8-hour
programming day into full, 24-hour programming. The order reflects the company's
widening international focus, said Henk
Henselaar, chairman and CEO of TV/Com.

Viewsonics
Viewsonics announced anew line of high
performance miniature broadband amplifiers
with afrequency range of 45 MHz to 1GHz.
The company used its traditional small pattern
two-way splitter housing for the new single
output 10 dB gain mini amp. The 3/4-way
splitter housing was used for the new two-output 10 dB gain mini amp. The new four-output 10 dB gain and the single output 20 dB
gain mini amps are housed in aslightly larger
version. Ports are parallel to the mounting surface on all models.
All amps can be either standard power type
or power insertion and come with the patent
pending plug-in adaptor. This adaptor utilizes
"F" connected power feeding and is available
in 110/220V versions.

e>

Zenith Electronics
In amove expected to accelerate the
deployment of digital cable television systems, Zenith Electronics Corporation and LSI
Logic Corporation have formed an alliance to
develop advanced integrated circuitry based
on Zenith's 16-VSB (vestigial sideband) modulation/transmission technology.
Under the agreement, Zenith will work
with LSI Logic to develop a16-VSB chip to
be used in digital decoders. These systems
increase the amount of digital information that
can be transmitted on cable TV systems without additional video compression—expanding
the capabilities of digital cable TV systems
beyond the expected 500 channels to 1,000 or
more channels.
Zenith said it plans to use LSI Logic's chip
in its digital cable TV decoders scheduled for
introduction in 1994. Zenith also will license
its 16-VSB technology to other manufacturers
of digital decoders, and LSI will sell the chips
as application specific standard products
(ASSPs) or customized ASSPs to Zenith
licensees. CED
—Compiled by Roger Brown, Leslie Ellis
and Peter Lamben
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PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING

POP survey cites
manpower
as big eyeopener
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By Leslie Ellis
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ore than 80 percent of cable's technical
managers are satisfied with their system's performance during 1993's bi-annual FCC proofof-performance tests, according to asurvey
initiated by CED last October. Problems identified during the tests were corrected, for the
most part, said 79 percent of the technical
managers who returned the survey.
That's the good news. The bad news?
Manpower is still in short supply. Further,
cable professionals and arepresentative from
an independent company whose primary function is to assist cities in deciphering the voluminous test data think the survey results are
slightly over-optimistic.
"I think (the CED survey) paints arosier
picture than where we are presently," said
Saconna Blair, manager of quality
assurance/FCC compliance for Jones
Intercable and apanelist at aWestern Show
technical session related to the tests. "I think
we've made much progress, but we still have
along way to go."
The survey was mailed to 1,500 randomly
selected CED readers. Results are still trickling in, but for the purposes of this analysis,

363 responses were tabulated, representing a
24 percent response rate. No names were
requested or given on the survey, which
probed the broadband technical community on
several aspects of the bi-annual tests.

Interesting results
Several of the statistics unearthed by the
survey are illuminating. Almost one-third (28
percent), for example, admitted "tweaking"
test points to enable test passage—a cacophonous fact to the ears of Jonathan Kramer, president of Communications Support Group and
admittedly aguy who roams the nation at the
behest of various cities to analyze proof tests.
"None of you should have tweaked your systems before the tests," Kramer said at the
same Western Show technical session. "You
should have tested it as you found it."
However, an overwhelming majority (96
percent) said test points weren't selected
based on their ability to pass the test, but
instead because they reflected the quality of
the entire system.
And, while most (78 percent) technical
managers agree that the tests ultimately benefit cable customers, two-thirds (68 percent)
think the current test methods cause too many
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service interruptions. "The rules were written
with aworthy goal in mind, but missed the
mark in logic," wrote aFlorida-based technical manager of the interruptive nature of the
tests.
"There needs to be away that's acceptable
to the FCC for performing non-interfering
tests to the individual channels," agreed an
Arizona chief tech.
Surprisingly, responses were almost split
on how often the tests should be performed.
Just over half (56 percent) think testing twice
ayear is too often in light of the man-hours,
number of test points and service interruptions
involved. "I think yearly testing would be sufficient," wrote achief tech from Ohio. "The
current system puts agreat burden on systems
with multiple headends."
"I really feel that agood, once yearly FCC
test is enough!" wrote aheadend technician
from Illinois, who added that ayearly test is
"good technical practice."
But 42 percent say the bi-annual nature of
the tests is acceptable. "I've found that after
doing the POP tests, my service calls have
dropped from 80 per month to about 25 per
month," wrote asystem tech from asmall system in Louisiana.
"Even though the tests are apain, Ithink
they are beneficial in locating problems and
evaluating service," agreed an Arkansas-based
chief tech. And, from aregional engineering
manager in Mississippi: "Like CLI, POP
requirements make us maintain our systems
the way we should have been doing all the
while."
The top-three POP troublemakers were the
24-hour, in-channel response and CTB tests,
technical managers said. The same three tests
are also the most time-consuming, according
to the survey.
"The scope of the testing is silly!" wrote a
chief tech from North Carolina. "In-band
response and other baseband parameters
wouldn't degrade in the plant without you
knowing about it from customers."
And, groused achief tech from Wisconsin,
"The 24-hour tests are ajoke. Anyone can
pass those tests if their system is balanced
once ayear."
On the first pass, an average 85 percent of
test points selected for the 3dB adjacent
(peak-to-valley) response test passed, the
respondents said. And, 87 percent agreed that
having examined their systems during the
hottest and coldest months, their AGCs are
working correctly—which is good, because
watchdog Kramer says the 24-hour test is one
of his favorites to scrutinize. "I personally
find that the best information Iget from asys-
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The CALAN
Family of Test
Measurement &
Monitoring
Solutions

The CALAN family of test, measurement and monitoring solutions
is designed to support the most
important goal of system operators:
Maximum Subscriber Satisfaction.
Each of these systems consists of
its own family of hardware components as well as adistinct internal software package capable of
generating reports required by
management and the FCC.

1776

Ft,

The 1776 Integrated Sweep System
and Spectrum Analyzer represents
the first non-interfering, high resolution system sweep. Combined with a
microprocessor-controlled
System
Analyzer, this portable and rugged
system facilitates the improvement
of picture quality by performing
sweep and distortion measurements
quickly and easily.

The COMET remote line monitoring system offers a full range of
automatic measurements and diagnostic techniques to locate and
correct problems in broadband
networks from any remote location.
COMET is self-reporting, standalone system capable of working
with, or independently of, other
status monitoring systems. Comet
can be installed in any CATV or
broadband LAN System, regardless of the manufacturer or type of
amplifier used.

STAR

Our SOURCE Multi-Carrier Signal
generation system provides sync/
async operation and multi-channel
control. The system offers up to
180 extremely clean and stable
carriers for CTB, X-mod and Din
distortion testing for CATV and
LAN.

•
•
•source..
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CALAN'S STAR 2010 Signal
Level Measurement System heralds
awhole new era in carrier analysis
for the cable industry. A fast,
accurate and easy-to-use instrument, The 2010 covers the entire
frequency range (5 MHz to 1GHz)
with unmatched speed-36 channels
in less than one second.

N
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GALAXY unites performance data
from our other systems into an
advanced information management system, thereby integrating
the CALAN family of products.

•

CABLE AND LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
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PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING

tern comes right out of the 24-hour section,"
Kramer said. "I look at alot of things in that,
especially AGC."

Needs going forward
Man-hours, equipment and training are still
big issues for cable's technical managers—but
on ahappy note, the majority (83 percent) said
their companies would be supportive in providing money, manpower, materials or training if aserious problem was uncovered during
the tests.
The tests required an average of 155 manhours to perform, including testing, documentation, copying and result distribution. That
number exceeded the anticipations of more
than half (64 percent) of the respondents by
about 47 percent.
"Two months of maintenance time was sacrificed because of the proofs," wrote aregional engineer with systems in Tennessee and
Mississippi. "The time and effort spent on
documentation and paperwork could be better
spent on maintenance."
"With all the tests and the paperwork, there
is an acute lack of manpower and test equipment available," wrote achief tech from
Virginia.
Because of that, many survey respondents
(63 percent) will take aserious look at automated test equipment and status monitoring
systems this year. However, those respondents
who chose to comment on automation offered
caution. "Automated equipment cannot check
everything to determine the exact condition of
the plant," wrote atechnical operations manager from Virginia.
And, said aFlorida-based engineering
supervisor, automated equipment is making
advances "but still doesn't work. Generic
reporting software isn't practical. We need
more options in both areas."

For the most part, local franchise administrators didn't consult with cable operators
regarding test results (at 92 percent). Further,
80 percent of the respondents weren't required
to submit test results to local franchisers.
Most test-related bitterness was aimed
squarely at Washington, D.C.-based powers
and not local franchise authorities. A case in
point is this comment from ariled plant manager in Oklahoma: "How much more junk is
the government going to dump on us? It's
someone else's turn—leave the cable people
alone."
For its part, Jones' Blair said the MSO
learned two important lessons from the first
year of proof-of-performance tests. First, its
preventive maintenance programs weren't as
effective as earlier thought. Also, Blair said,
training issues still abound. "Our number one
resource is our technical associates. So we
have to listen to their needs and train them

adequately," Blair said. To that end, Jones
developed atraining video used by the MSO
and available to other operators. The training
tool was designed to be used by Jones staffers
45 days or so before proof tests, so that any
forgotten test elements were refreshed.

System pride prevails
On the whole, most of cable's technical
staffers are proud of their systems. Threequarters of the respondents said their proof
test results represent overall system performance; 86 percent believe their systems provide high-quality video to all subscribers.
The latter statistic is what really matters,
said Blair, more than anything else. "We have
to make sure that as an industry, we don't lose
sight of what the tests are for—they're for our
customers," Blair said. "As we look at competition, we have to make sure we're the better
provider .' CED

Do you
think the current method of testing
causes too many service interruptions,
even if they are performed in the middle
of the night?

68%
YES

Test equipment calibration
Do you
think performing tests twice ayear is
too often, considering
the man-hours, number
of test points and
service interruptions
involved?

Most operators (73 percent) calibrate test
equipment annually; 67 percent said they use
an outside calibration lab to do so. Heads up,
engineers: this is another area of the tests
Kramer watches diligently. "One top-five
MSO documented aspectrum analyzer that
had been calibrated in 1987," Kramer said.
"From atop-two MSO, Isaw aproof that had
athree-year old calibration date. Calibration
isn't atough issue. There's money out there
for it."
Also, Kramer said, calibration chains are
acceptable. "You don't have to send everything in for calibration. If all of your signal
level meters are calibrated against aspectrum
analyzer that's been calibrated, document it. "
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eaheàyslaugh about
other goes
was in
ahurry . Kickoff was in a
half hour .... We just fired up
this new section, and it wasn't
working right. Then it happened.
Why me? We justgot our new
Sencore SL7501 . was the first to
use it. I
couldn't wait to see it handle 60
scrambled channels. Then an outage call came
in ... 1
put the truck in gear, rolled ahead, and I
got
sick feeling, I'd forgotten something. Well,. I
I that
was really going to miss the SL750I's keypad
tuning, dual batteries, video, audio a
•UM measurements. Ipulled the

the mud —it was still ON! WÇ
re right about these meter
're tough!
The new SL 750 line of

-Prefer to remain anonymous

signal level meters is
the best meter you'll
ever own. To find out
more on how the
SL 75o can help you,
call 1-800-SENCOR'E
today!
(
736-2673)
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A LTERNATE A CCESS C ONFERENCE

Big money
rushing into
cA p
s
ALTS conference
upbeat

By Fred Joyce

T
he innovators of local loop competition, the

competitive access providers, held their fall
Association for Local Telecommunications
Services (ALTS) meeting in Phoenix in
November.
More than 350 key players attended this
year's conference which included high-level
executives of the CAPs, LECs and MS0s,
who for the most part were optimistic that sufficient opportunities to provide competitive
telephony services are plentiful in emerging
markets.
More importantly, Wall Street and other
strategic investors were present. This indicates
that the capital required to develop new fiber
optic infrastructures and enhance existing
competitive local enterprises, is possibly waiting in the wings, if not already associated with
aCAP.

Mergers create new opportunities
More dramatic changes are expected along
the lines of the recently announced Bell
Atlantic—TCI merger. "Since divestiture this is
the single greatest business opportunity that
has occurred in the communications industry,
ever. The market opportunity is absolutely
huge, and we're now not only talking telephony, we're talking (about) cable television and
other services into the home," said Time
Warner Communications Senior Vice
President A. Graham Powers.
"In six months welcome your new players,
your competitors and people who will eventually perhaps buy you out, or you'll buy them
out, it's going to be agood time—enjoy,"
remarked Powers.
Gary Lasher, President and CEO of Eastern
TeleLogic Corp. located in King of Prussia,
Pennsylvania, discussed the imminent merger
between Bell Atlantic and TCI: "We've just
seen amonopoly acquire amonopoly, it's still
amonopoly. We can compete against a
monopoly."
"There will be alot of telephone and cable
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mergers all across the board in probably every
major city, but for the smaller CAPs, Idon't
think it's time to throw in the towel or hat,"
said Brad Evans, president of City Signal of
Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Developing cooperative strategies
Perhaps one short year ago, it was relatively easy to tell the "good guys" from the "bad
guys" at the ALTS conference. The good guys
being the combating CAPs, and the bad guys
recognized as the deep pocketed Local
Exchange Carriers (LECs) and cable television MS0s.
At the conference, held at the sprawling
Pointe Hilton Resort, most attendees and panelists indicated that the CAP industry was
evolving and emerging, with the support of
both the MSOs and LECs.
"It's been our experience that alot of them
(LECs) are changing and working with us to
do cooperative arrangements on interconnects
within their regions," said Robert Annunziata,
president, CEO and chairman of Teleport
Communications Group (TCG). "We have not
been stonewalled everywhere. In some places
we have, but some other RBOCs have been
progressive and willing to listen and talk" he
added. TCG is owned by MS0s, including
TCI, Time Warner, Cox, Comcast and
Continental.

Regulatory environment improving
Royce Holland, president of MFS
Communications Co., was asked if CAPs
should expect to see any hope for regulatory
relief. "I see alot of hope. It's going to happen. Things are just moving too quickly. The
whole structural change of the industry today
with five to seven Baby Bells now in some
form or another going out of (their) service
territories is going to force it to happen, if we
(CAPs) couldn't have made it happen on our
own."
Holland went on to say he's not counting
on the U.S. Congress, though. "That would be
an unexpected windfall. So we're out there

slugging it out state by state. What you've
seen is the big states like New York, Illinois
and Massachusetts is amovement toward a
competitive local environment, anetwork to
networks co-carrier status."

CAPs go for the switches
Possibly the hottest topic of discussion was
the advent of CAPs entering the local switching access segment of competitive services.
Both in sessions and in private conversations,
attendees conferred about the freeing-up of
state regulations, which in some areas of the
country already allow competition for not only
private line services, but also for local switching, such as intraLata toll and Centrex type
services.
TCG's Annunziata indicated that, "If you
look at the marketplace we are all familiar
with, it's $90
billion, and
Overall, only $5 billion
is in private
line special
most industry access. Clearly,
you know
experts were where you
(CAPs) want to
extremely go is where the
revenue is
optimistic switch related."
TCG is operatabout ing eight
switches today
across the
the CAP market country.
"We're not
at this year's only going after
just the largest
conference. businesses, we
are really
focusing on the
medium and smaller businesses with our
switched services. We installed aswitch in
New York this year, we'll be installing more
around the country next year," said MFS's
Holland.
Overall, most industry experts were
extremely optimistic about the CAP market at
this year's conference. There are still plenty of
opportunities for entrepreneurs and marketing
executives who can develop aCAP fiber network in asecond- or third-tier city. True local
competition for both private lines and
switched services seems to be only afew
years away for the majority of the country, if
it hasn't already arrived.
Mr. Joyce is atelecommunications consultant based in Colorado Springs.
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viewed as something as apanacea because
satellite transponders are in short supply and
channel capacity is so scarce.
Scientific-Atlanta and Antec are convinced
there's enough of amarket in Argentina they
formed anew joint venture, called Communicaciones Broadband, S.A. This new company
was created to serve as the exclusive marketing
and sales organization for each company's
broadband network products and services for
all of South America, Central America, Mexico and the Caribbean, according to officials
from both companies.
The venture will be headquartered in Miami, but will open warehouse facilities in Argentina, Brazil and Mexico. In many cases, operators in these countries have had to stock
large quantities to products to avoid long lead
times. This venture has been designed to take
that burden off the operators.
David Morales of Scientific-Atlanta will
serve as company president, and Eric Perhohner of Antec becomes executive vice president.
Jerry Fernandez of Antec is the senior sales executive for the organization.

The floor was bustling at the annual Jornadas de Television por Cable convention
in Argentina

Cable
suppliers
A
head south
for the winter

Cable and telephony

Latin merica
an a

hol

Ry Roger Brown, CED
interested in the technology that delivers it.
Vendors reported sharp interest in both basic
cable technology like addressable convertors
and new electronics, as well as advanced technology like digital compression—which is
ROB STUEHRK

E

ven with existing order backlogs as long as
your arm, North American cable TV product
suppliers and manufacturers flocked to Buenos
Aires, Argentina in late November to drum up
more business at the Jornadas de Television
por Cable ATVC/Caper '93 annual show.
In response to increased attendance, the
five-day show was moved from the Sheraton
Hotel to the local exhibition center, which featured more room for the increased number of
suppliers and attendees who came from all
over the region, including Chile, Brazil,
Uraguay. Paraguay and other southern points.

North American inPuences
Technology developed by the North American cable industry continued to play alarge
role at the show, with Scientific-Atlanta and
Antec announcing anew joint venture and
Glenn Jones and Wendell Bailey delivering
keynote speeches to the group.
While the real story here was the push for
more programming, operators were also keenly
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The confab was sponsored by the Argentina Cable Television Association
(ATVC). Leaders of the trade association include, from left, Julio Tapia, president; Horacio Guibelalde, 2nd vice
president; Renee Lima, secretary; Osvaldo Rossi, technical adviser; and
Jorge Offenhenden, editorial director.
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The venture expects to service primarily cable systems but may eventually target telephone companies as customers, especially if
telephone service over cable plant gains momentum as it is in the United States, said
Morales. "Telcos aren't talking broadband
yet," said Fernandez. He suggested that cable
operators ought to implement fiber systems, tie
them together across franchises and offer telephone services themselves. "Right now the telcos are still 20 years behind; it would take
them five years to rebuild," he noted
On the show floor, which was open for five
lengthy days, North American products were
in evidence nearly everywhere, often in booth
space rented by local equipment distributors.
Industry giants S-A, General Instrument,
Philips Broadband and Antec all were major
participants, as were small companies like
Holland Electronics and Blonder Tongue.
Canadian manufacturers Lindsay and Triple
Crown were also on hand.
Even with more than 20 years of experience
delivering cable TV, Argentina operators continue to look toward North America as the
model of the future. Cable is freely competitive, with more than 1,500 operators serving
approximately 3million subscribers, primarily
located in the large urban areas. Buenos Aires,
acity of 13 million people, is served by a
handful of operators who, in many cases, have
overbuilt each other.
Wireless cable in the form of MMDS was

1994

authorized by the Argentine government about
two years ago. Since then, it has been recognized as an inexpensive method to distribute
video signals initially. Even for operators who
prefer hard-wired cable systems, MMDS has
been viewed as amethod to penetrate amarket
quickly before the investment is made in cable.
Like Argentina, Brazil is also viewed as
having huge potential. Unlike Argentina, however, Brazil is still forming its cable policies.
The government there has been historically
plagued by instability and staggering inflation
rates have put many in economic straits, making cable television acommodity only the
wealthy could afford. However, in recent
years. there has been progress.

Cable and HDTV

Technology

developed by
the North
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Bailey spoke about the evolution of advanced television, noting that the service grew
out of an FCC rulemaking that proposed taking
the UHF bands away from broadcasters and
giving them to land mobile operators. In order
to protect the UHF spectrum, the broadcasters
latched on to HDTV, abandwidth-hungry service that promised to revolutionize television.
Since then, compression technology has
been able to fit HDTV signals in a6MHz
channel. Consequently, broadcasters now want
to take the second channel slot they were given
for HDTV and use it as asecond NTSC channel. With compression, they could offer a
mini-pay service with several different programs running simultaneously.
Even though they were told by the FCC
they must cease NTSC broadcasts and give the
channel space back in 15 years, Bailey was dubious. "I cannot imagine in my wildest dreams
ever living to see abroadcaster give it back,"
Bailey said.
Since the FCC began its work on HDTV,
the number of companies proposing transmission systems
has dwindled
from 23 to
four. The remaining companies have
since joined
together in a
"Grand Alliance" to develop the best
single system.
Several technical issues
remain to be
resolved and
field tests
must be com-
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cable television in the

o
1990s. Get an in-depth

understanding by attending...
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Jerrold/General Instruments

Technical Seminar Series
February 1-3, 1994

definitive training
course for cable
engineers

industry

So, sign up now! Space is limited.

continued to

role at the show

San Diego, CA

If you're achief tech, senior tech,
system or regional engineer or anyone
else involved with the technical support
of acable system in the 1990s, you
need the information you'll find at a
Jerrold/General Instrument Technical
Seminar Series. Experts will explain the
nuts-and-bolts of today's cable systems
and how those systems will evolve
tomorrow.

Since 1952, the

American cable

play alarge

show and the frenetic confabs in the U.S. of
some 15 years ago, spoke of the ever-increasing rate of information creation. He noted that
the development of microprocessors has accelerated so rapidly, it now makes the power of a
computer affordable to nearly everyone. His
message that cable operators have arole as information providers to the people of the world
was heartily received by the Argentine audience. CIED

pleted before astandard is set.
But for HDTV to succeed, the cable industry must embrace it, said Bailey. "If we (cable
operators) don't want it, it will not happen."
Why? Because broadcasters are already walking away from HDTV, fearing that it will cost
them millions of dollars to convert although
they'll be unable to derive any revenue from
the new service.
Jones, who drew aparallel between this

Jerrold
(11) General Instrument

To attend the February Jerrold
Technical Seminar, or to receive more
information on this important series of
training sessions, contact Ginny Morris
at 215-956-6445.
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N EW PRODUCTS

Fiberoptic
detectors, receivers
ANAHEIM, Calif—EPITAXX has
announced afamily of fiber-optic detectors
and receivers designed specifically for analog
and digital transmission of cable TV signals
over fiber.
All EPITAXX CATV receiver products are
based upon alow-distortion photodiode structure which offers IM2 distortion to better than
-80 dBc. Products include fiber pigtailed
EPM700 detectors and impedance-matched
ERM720 series receivers for AM CATV, and
low back-reflection pigtailed ETX75FJ-SLR
detectors for FM transmission of video signals.
Circle Reader Service No. 40

Fiber optic transceiver

SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N.J.—New from
Radiant Communications Corp. is its Series
DV4E/SM transceivers, which transmit any
combination of video, audio, and data bidirectionally over one singlemode fiber, company
officials said. Edge emitting LED's allow for
up to 20 km link while keeping the cost of the
system more economical. The Series
DVL4E/SM was designed for distance learning, CCTV, and video teleconferencing applications, company officials said.
Circle Reader Service No. 41

TDR with serial interlace

LINCOLN, Neb.—Riser Bond Instruments has
unveiled its new Time
Domain Reflectometer,
the Model 1205. The
Model 1205 is alow
cost, compact, multipurpose cable fault locator, designed for field
testing all types of
metallic paired cables,
company officials said.
The Model 1205 feaModel 1205, Time
Domain
tures an RS-232 serial
Reflectometer
output port for computer
interface that allows stored waveforms to be
downloaded to aPC for post-storage evaluation and analysis.
A feature of Model 1205 is the automatic
and manual dual cursor operation which
allows measurement between any two points
on the waveform. It will automatically calculate and display return loss measurements and
distance to the fault.
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OTDR

modules

Tektronix has announced aseries of
plug-in acquisition modules for its
Fibermaster OTDR, which enable
telecommunications carriers and suppliers
to test extended fiber cable lengths with
greater accuracy and more sophisticated
analysis, Tek officials said.
The 1205 has alarge Hyper-twist Liquid
Crystal Display that provides detailed information of the instrument settings and cable
conditions.
Circle Reader Service No. 42

Modular power supply

ANAHEIM, Calif.—New from Power Guard
is a-48V modular power supply system,
designed for high power capability and awide
operating temperature range (-40C to +60C).
A pluggable wiring harness permits ease of
installation and replacement: atemperature
probe option tailors the battery charger output
for extended battery life, Power Guard officials said.
Circle Reader Service No.43

"Now that cable manufacturers are able
to produce longer reels, telecommunications and cable TV operators can install
longer links without splicing, lowering
the loss in their networks," said Bob
Cook, product marketing manager. "With
the new long-range plug-ins, these users,
compression technology.
Products with "backward-compatible"
capability will enable current analog Sigma,
Orion or ProGuard users to operate and control their existing analog decoders while
simultaneously operating and controlling digital decoders, thus ensuring that their investment in analog technology not be made obsolete by digital's introduction, company officials said.
The products will be offered for cable systems, TVRO users, and private networks currently utilizing TV/COM's analog encryption
systems. The backward-compatible products,
which are part of TV/COM's Compression
Net WORKS family of digital compression
equipment, include commercial MPEG-2
cable and satellite decoders and control systems.
Circle Reader Service No. 44

Analog/digital transition path

SAN DIEGO, Calif.—TV/COM International
has announced it will offer products that provide "backward compatibility" and permit a
smooth transition for customers as they
upgrade their systems from TV/COM's digital
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1GHz, RG-7-sized drop cable

ANAHEIM, Calif.—New from CommScope
is a1GHz, RG-7-sized drop cable line,
designed to meet the recently adopted SCTE
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FL series plug-Ins

4

now have the tools for accurately testing
longer links."
The new FL series plug-ins are
designed for 1310 nm and 1550 nm single-mode operation. They provide greater
dynamic ranger (greater than 37.5 dB at
1310 nm and greater than 37 dB for at
1550 nm) for testing long fiber links, said
Tek officials. Dynamic range can be
increased with extended averaging.
In addition, the new modules offer
reduced noise, improved linearity and
increased resolution, which means users
can analyze fibers in more detail and
detect subtle losses.
Three configurations are available: the
FL1300, which tests at 1310 nm; the
FL1500 for 1550 nm fiber; and the
FL1315 for testing both 1310 nm and
1550 nm operating wavelengths in asingle module.
The modules were designed specifically for PTTs (Postal Telephone and
Telegraph), interexchange long-haul carriers, fiber manufacturers, cable manufacturers and cable TV operators who need
to support increasing fiber optic cable
lengths.
Circle Reader Service No. 39
standard extablished by the Interface Practices
Committee, company officials said.
The new cables have 16 AWG copper-covered
steel center conductor, CFC-free foam polyethylene dielectric, laminated aluminum tape
bonded to the dielectric and aPVC or PE
jacket.
Circle Reader Service No. 45

Interferometer system

of adegree.
The Cleave-Chek system consists of afiber
interferometer, 9-inch video monitor, solidstate CCTV camera, stepper monitor and control panel. Cables and adapters are also included.
Circle Reader Service No. 50

Low-cost UHF bandsplitter

ANAHEIM, Calif.—New from
Communications and Energy Corp. is a
diplexer type which splits or combines the
lower and upper halves of the UHF band
(470-890 MHz) to combine two UHF antennas to asingle transmission line or to allow
two low power transmitters to utilize the same
antenna.
Crossover frequency is 630 MHz and passbands, on separate connectors, are 470-600
MHz and 660-890 MHz. Passband loss is 1
dB max, except 2dB max at passband edges
near crossover.
Circle Reader Service No. 46

ANAHEIM, Calif.—Texscan MSI is using the
Western Show to debut its new, MPEG-1-1based digital commercial insertion system,
designed with open architecture standards in
mind. The system includes the company's
new "Prizm" video controller. "(Because of
this,) customers aren't locked in to asingle
encoding manufacturer or limited network
switching configurations," said John Boland,
director of sales and marketing for Texscan.
Circle Reader Service No. 49

Cable TV analyzer

Optical light source

PALO ALTO, Calif.—Hewlett-Packard
Company has announced its HP 8591C cable
televsion analyzer, which it says is an economical, portable, single-box measurement
solution that performs RF and video measurements according to FCCregulations and IEC
standards.
Designed for cable television engineers and
technicians, the HP 8591C is acable TV test
solution for regulatory compliance testing as
well as system monitoring and maintenance.
The analyzer supports NTSC, PAL and
SECAM formats.
Circle Reader Service No. 47

Satellite receiver

NORTH BRUNSWICK, N J—Norland
Products has announced the addition of a
motorized tilt into its Cleave-Chek interferometer system, which enables it to measure the
end face of afiber that is cleaved or polished
at more than two-degree angles. The new
design, Norland officials said, makes the system well suited for inspecting fiber ends
before splicing or terminating, and for examining angled cleaving tools.
The tilt operates by activating apush rod
on the stage that increases or decreases the
angle of the tilt on the fiber. A tilt controller
switch controls the direction and adigital
readout measures the cleave angle to 1/100th

ESR1252
widths and de-emphasis, company officials
said.
Circle Reader Service No. 48

MIAMISBURG, Ohio—New from R.L.
Drake Company is its ESR1252, afrequency
synthesized commercial grade satellite receiver for broadcast and CATV applications.
Features of the new ESR1252 include amultivoltage transformer and voltage selection to
allow operation on most common worldwide
voltages, (115, 127, 220, 240V and 50/60 Hz),
aremovable AC power cord, LED power indicator and IBM compatible software for remote
control of receiver functions via apersonal
computer.
Modular in design, the receiver comes with
standard fixed audio; optional audio demodulator boards provide for dual or wide audio
coverage and includes selectable filter band-

T HE PREMIER M AGAZINE OF B ROADBAND C OMMUNICATIONS

Digital ad inserter

VANIER, Canada—New from EXFO
Electro-Optical Engineering is its FLS-210A
portable, variable optical light source. The
unit is available in both laser (10 dB variable
range) and LED (low, medium or high) configurations. Single and dual wavelength versions are also offered.
The light source comes equipped with the
company's "FasTest" feature, which enables
automatic attenuation tests when used with an
accompanying EXFO power meter. The unit
comes with three-way powering (NiCd, alkaline, or AC), arugged polycarbonate case, a
protective PVS holster, abacklit LCD, alow
battery indicater and an auto-off function.
Circle Reader Service No. 51

Antifreeze gel

STILLWATER, Minn.—New from
American Polywater is its IceFree antifreeze
gel, designed to prevent ice formation in conduits and protect fiber optic cables from iceinduced microbends.
In freezing temperatures, exposed conduit
in locations such as bridge crossings can experience freezing of condensation and seepage,
Norland officials said. Further, they said, ice
in conduit can exert bending forces on cables,
resulting in signal loss. Its product melts any
ice present and displaces all water from the
exposed conduit, preventing ice build-up.
Circle Reader Service No. 52
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56 SCTE Annual Conference on
-

Emerging Technology. Location:
Phoenix, Ariz. Call SCTE headquarters (215) 363-6888.

11

Cascade Range SCTE
Chapter Technical Seminar. Call
Cynthia Stokes. (503) 230-2099.

12

South Jersey SCTE Chapter
Technical Session. "Signal theft."
Location: Ramada Inn, Vineland,
N.J. Call Mike Pieson, (609) 9673011.

13 SCTE Satellite Tele-Seminar
Program. Transmitted on Galaxy
1, transponder 14, from 2:30 to
3:30 p.m. Eastern time. Topic:
"Basics of Telephone, part I,"
with William Grant of GWG
Associates. Call SCTE headquarters. (215) 363-6888.

13

Central Indiana SCTE
Chapter Technical Seminar.
"Basic CATV Design and
Theory" with Tony Gower of
TSB Inc.: BCT/E Category IV
review. Location: Holiday Inn,
Pyramids, Ind. Call Al Opurt,
(317) 825-8551.

15 Cascade Range SCTE

Chapter Testing Session. BCT/E
exams to be administered.
Location: Paragon Cable.
Portland. Ore. Call Cynthia

January
1-3 SCTE Conference on
Emerging Technologies.
Location: Phoenix, Ariz. Call
SCTE at, (215) 363-6888.
13-15 Carribean Show.
Location: San Juan, Puerto
Rico. Call CCTA, (809) 7754099.
16-18 Inter-American Link '94.
Location: Mexico City, Mexico.
Call (305) 929-6657.

February

Broadcasters. Location: Las
Vegas, Nev. Call (202) 429-5356.
22-244 Pan Asia Satellite &
Cable TV Conference. Location:
Hong Kong Convention and
Exhibition Center. Call 011-65222-8550 or 011-852-529-5009.

April
11-13 Cable & Satellite Europe.
Location: London, England.
Call 011-44-021-705-607.
27-29 Brazil Link '94. Location:
Sao Paulo, Brazil. Call (305)
929-6637.

June
15-18 SCTE Cable-Tec Expo.
Location: St. Louis, Mo. Call
(215) 363-6888.

July
5-8 CATV Seoul '94. Location:
Seoul, Korea
13-15 Rocky Mountain Cable
Expo. Location: Vail, Colo. Call
(303) 863-0084.

August
1-3 Eastern Cable Show.
Location: Atlanta, Ga. Call
(404) 255-1608.
September
20-22 Great Lakes Cable Expo.
Location: Indianapolis, Ind. Call
(317) 845-8100.

20-25 Optical Fiber
Conference. Location: San Jose,
Calif. Call (202) 416-1980.

May
2-5 Supercomm/1CC '94.
Location: New Orleans, La. Call
(202) 835-3168.

23-25 The Texas Show.
Location: San Antonio
Convention Center. San
Antonio, Texas. Call (512) 4742082.

15-18 Canadian Cablexpo.
Location: Montreal. Quebec.
Call (613) 232-2631.

4-6 Atlantic Cable Show.
Location: Atlantic City, N.J.
Call (609) 848-1000.

March

22-25 The National Show.
Location: New Orleans. La. Call
NCTA, (202) 775-3669.

17-19 ECC '94. Location:
Olympia, London. Call 011-4471-222-2900.

21-24 National Association of

Stokes, (503) 230-2099.

1841

Fiber Optic Intallation,
Splicing and Maintenance.
Sponsored by Siecor Corp.
Location: Hickory. N.C. Call (800)
SIECOR I. ext. 5539 or 5560.

October

19

(919) 477-3599.

19

Big Sky SCIE Chapter
Technical Seminar. "Safety" and
"CPR." Annual elections. Location:
Locomotive Casino/Restaurant,
Laurel. Mont. Call Marla DeShaw,
(406) 632-4300.

Golden Gate SCTE Chapter
Technical Seminar. "FCC Proof of
Performance Testing, Year 2." Call
Mark Harrigan, (415) 358-6950.
Piedmont SCTE Chapter
Technical Seminar. "Safety and
Training." Call Mark Eagle,

19

20

TECHNICAL

SEMINARS

KEEP UP TO DATE
WITH CABLE TV TECHNOLOGY
3days of informative, cost-effective,
up-to-date instruction for cable tv technicians.

FEBRUARY 8-10 /
NEW ORLEANS, LA
MARCH 22 24 /
KNOXVILLE, TN
82

Call 800-233-2267
ext. 4422 for more information

Clan
ELECTRONICS INC

Circle Reader Service No. 34
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Big Country SCTE Chapter
Technical Seminar. "Coaxial
Construction. Aerial and
Underground and Fiber
Installation". Location: Holiday
Inn, San Angelo, Texas. Call
Robert Amo, (915) 655-2276.

20 Magnolia SCTE Chapter

Technical Seminar. "Digital
Compression" with Tony
Filanowski of General Instrument.
Location: Ramada Coliseum,
Jackson, Miss. Call Steve
Christopher, (601) 824-6010.

RETURN PATH

The issue: 1994 construction plans
This coming year promises to be exciting as competition in the form of DBS comes on line, telephone
companies step up their efforts to distribute video and

The questions:
1. Does your system have asignificant plant upgrade
planned for 1994?

Yes

No

Don't know

2. If so, approximately how much money will be
expended to perform the upgrade, not including labor?

EJ

EJ

$5 million to $10 million

Less than $5 million

EJ

More than 7years ago

8. Why is your system being upgraded?
Franchise requiremen

Need more channels

EJ

EJ

Competition

EJ

More than $10 million

Just did one

3. Is your system presently addressable?

New services

EJ

Other

No

Don't know

No

EJ

No demand

EJ

Too expensive

EJ

4. If not, do you plan to upgrade to addressability?
Yes

3-7 years ago

9. If your system isn't planning an upgrade, why not?

EJ

Yes

FAX

interactive TV ramps up. We'd like to know what steps
cable operators are taking to compete in this new environment.

Within 3years

Don't know

5. What will the upgrade consist of? Please check all
that apply

Other

EJ

1994?

1995?

EJ

EJ

Later?

1996?

System name:

No current plans

EJ

EJ

11. How interested is your system in providing interactive services?

EJ

EJ

Very

New headend equipment

of electronics are you planning to purchase?

550 MHz

750 MHz

Your MSO:

Location:

6. If your system plans to expand bandwidth, what type

17/

Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
We will tally the results
and print them in afuture
issue. Your suggestions for
future questions are always
welcome.
We also want some written comments from you on
this subject. Names won't be
published if you request
your name to be withheld,
but please fill out the name
and job information to
ensure that only one
response per person is tabulated.

Your name and Mlle

Addition of fiber optics

Digital electronics

303-393-6654

10. Does your system intend to roll out digital compression to customers in:

Bandwidth expansion

Activation of two-way plant Status monitoring

•

IGHz

Somewhat

Not interested

12. How interested is your system in providing telephony services for either businesses or residents?

EJ

Very

EJ

Somewhat

Your job function:

EJ

Not interested

Your comments:

EJ

Other

7. When was the last time your system was significantly upgraded with new hardware and electronics
(excluding maintenance expenditures and plant extensions)?

T HE PREMIER M AGAZINE OF B ROADBAND C OMMUNICATIONS
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As cable systems upgrade
their networks with fiber
and provide aslew of new,
interactive services, it will
be increasingly important
that those operators regularly monitor their networks to
ensure high reliability.
Consequently, operators
unanimously agree that system status monitoring
devices will become more
important to them in the
future and they are already
gaining interest in such systems.
Although the FCC-mandated technical tests didn't
spur the additional interest
by themselves, the survey
shows operators would
indeed like to automate
those and other plant tests.
Price and reliability
remain the two largest drawbacks to existing status
monitoring devices, according to the respondents. In
any new system, those
responding said they'd prefer amore elaborate system
than one just offering simple
alarms. Also, they seem to
prefer asystem that offers
external information, like
carrier-to-noise information
over one that just monitored
and reported details about
internal hardware.
Respondents also said it
would be helpful to have a
common protocol so that
different brands of monitoring equipment could be used
in the same system or
among more than one system. Finally, operators were
split over the amount of
intelligence they want from
such asystem.

The issue: Status monitoring
In the past, cable operators have avoided purchasing
network status monitoring devices because they were
often perceived to be too expensive or poor performers
that didn't provide much useful information. However,

as traditional cable networks evolve into more complex
architectures demanding more reliability, will there be
aneed for better network telemetry and control? Here's
what you thought.

The results:

9. What do you think is the major problem with status

1. Have you ever worked in asystem that utilized status monitoring equipment?

71

71%

monitoring systems?

29%

Yes

0%

No

Don't know

2. Does your system presently utilize any status monitoring devices?

43

Yes

No

Don't know

3. If so, what type of status monitoring system do you
use?

50

End of line

29

Reliability

25

Entire system

25

Other

Other

10. Would you be more interested in purchasing an
expensive, complex monitoring system, or aless
expensive system that offers just simple alarms?

29

Expensive system Less expensive

29
Don't know

11. What's more important to you: internal hardware
info (temperature, bias, etc.) or external system info
(carrier-to-noise, etc.)?

29

57

Internal

External

14

Don't know

4. Do you think status monitoring will become more
necessary in the future?

12. Would you favor the development of acommon
communications protocol that all status monitoring
developers could use?

100

86

14

Yes

No

Yes

No

o

Don't know

5. Are you more interested in status monitoring as a
concept now than you were afew years ago?

100
Yes

No

O

Don't know

6. Would you prefer to automate all, or nearly all, of
your system tests?

100
Yes

Don't know

7. Has the imposition of technical standards by the
FCC sparked an interest in the use of status monitoring
equipment within your system?

29

71

Yes

No

o

Don't know

8. Would status monitoring be helpful during your

71
Yes

Don't know

13. Should such asystem just provide data or would it
be more useful if it could actually help manage asystem via modules for fleet management, spare parts
inventory, etc.?

43

Just data

43

Manage

14

Don't know

o
No

mandated FCC proof of performance tests?

84

Performance

43

57

Power supply

Price

No

29

Comments:
"It's always been agreat concept ...but it often takes
more time to maintain the status monitoring system
than to maintain the plant.
—Stephen Whitlock, Sammons Communications,
Petersburg, Va.
"Our system is invaluable. We rely on it day-to-day. It
helps in QC, sweeps, outage alarms, and FCC proofs."
—R. Norman Cheatham, Comcast,
West Palm Beach, Fla.

Don't knou
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Equipment Marketplace
From the
Headend to
the Home
WE BUY
WE SELL
AND WE

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS
BY

Idea/onies
69 channels

Fax 614-222-0581
WE NEED SURPLUS
NEW & USED
Connectors,Taps,
Headend, Linegear, Misc.

TM BROKERS
Phone (208) 683-2797

Amps, LE's, Taps, Splitters,

14 day delivery

Connectors & Headends

compatible with all headends

ALL BRANDS 270 TO 550 MHz

-AFFORDABLE-

Call for updated price list

REPAIR

614-221-3131

COAST CATV SUPPLY
We Sell:
IN STOCK
NEW & REFURBISHED

We Buy:

(701) 786-3904

YOUR USED OR EXCESS EQUIPMENT

24 AND 88 CHANNEL UNITS

Fax your used excess list

ALSO AVAILABLE

Industry
Service

_le

Since

—

909 272 -2360

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
JUMPER CABLES

1966

WANTED
ALL BRANDS

P.O. BOX 9707 .HELENA MT 59604

FAX: 909-272-3032

Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

•FMale
•RG -56
•PL

•RG -59
•BNC
•Other

•FFemale
•RG -11

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

FAX (208) 683-2374

dB-tronics ®

Equipment Sales and Service

Upgrade, modification and repair of
Subscriber, Dist., Headend &Test Equip.

SOUGHT / SOLD / SERVICED
G. I . VideoCipher II — $299
Hag. 5-330 Trunk

— $299

Jerrold SJ Trunk 301— $199

Standard 24 PC
N

— $225

SA 330 Trunk

— $199

Syl/Tex 2000 Trunk

— $199
— $ 85

Sales of Re-manufactured Equipment

Jerrold SJ Trunk 400— $299

Jerrold JLE-400

Spedalists in SA Addressable
Converter Repair, including Inband

Magnavox 5LE330

Jerrold SJ 450 Trunk— $435

Industry Leader in Quality,
Customer Service and Security

SA 8525 w/Remote

• State-of-the-Art Repair Software
Provides Extensive Tracking & Reporting
• Free Pickup and Delivery, "True"
Flat Rate Pricing

Voice (800) 356 -2730 •Fax (803) 439 7518
For More Information Write To:
dB-tronics Inc., Attn: CED Ad
182 Quinn Road •Wellford, SC 29385

get converted!

BU
CL

— $ 85

SA Slimline 450 Trnk— $435
— $ 25

o

Jerrold CIV Mod
Hamlin CRX

Pioneer BC-2002/2

— $1.99

Tocom 5503—A

Assorted Taps

— $1.50

C—Cor 450 LE

$550
$ 12
— $ 40

NEW

— $175

MINIMUM QUANTITIES APPLY-CALL FOR COMPLETE INVENTORY LIST

(215) 630-0320
800-WT ARENA
SUU1ICUS. INC- FAX 630-8202
MAE -redevecIF

briv.47-WE —Irecer ..reArce- 75Plisr.2
ALL TYPES OF EQUIPMENT NEEDED -FAX LIST

ED
1'1,c;ets

— "Youit

IN THIS
uy

FT

ColviipÀÑY-SSPACE,

CET) C LASSIFIED!
E,
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C LASSIFIEDS
Products and Services Directory
California

—

Quality Cable & Electronics Inc.

Amplifier

1950 N.W. 44TH

CA

U.S. manufacturer of: C-Band LNBFs (Pulse, Voltage Switched and
Dual H/V Output), LNBs, Commercial Phase-Locked LNBs, KuBand LNBs (Multiple Frequencies), Feedhorns (C, C/Ku, C/Ku/S ),
Arabsat LNBs and TVRO accessories. Wireless Cable (MMDS) products include: 31 and 33 Channel Integrated "Yagi" antenna/
downconverters, stand-alone downconverters (Multiple Frequencies),
LNAs and the BeambenderTM, alow cost microwave repeater.
460 Calle San Pablo
Camarillo, CA 93012 USA

Street Porn cano Beach, Florida 33064

CONVERTERS
HEADENDS
DROP M ATERIAL

& ELECTRONICS INC.

B LE

LINE EQUIPMENT

New /Used
All Equipment /Competitive Prices
Phone: 305 •978 •8845 Fax: 305.978o 8831

Phone: (805) 987-9000
Fax: (805) 987-8359

DAVID GREEN

• Contact: Chuck Uhl, Director of Sales

Call or Fox us today with your request!

"Video Poster"TM Page Generator & Controller

OMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS, INC.

New! Text-to-speech voice /

CATV ENGINEERING SERVICES

option

Local Weather

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
Hybrid Sales
Equipment Upgrading

Temp:85 F Humidity 35%
Wind from SW @ 5 MPH

Meter Calibrations
Headend Alignment

Performance Measurements

...Scrolling messages...

800-247-5883
209 E. Jackson St., PO Box 484, Gate City, VA 24251

g

COMMODORE 64 Lit_

CORPORATION

COMMUNICATION
ENERGY CORP

FILTERS & ANTENNAS FOR CATV /SMATV /MMDS /LPTV
Manufacturer specializing in fast delivery of Filters for
CATV and other video systems, MMDS & LPTV
Transmitter Channel Combiners and other broadcast
filters and Terrestrial Interference filters for TVRO systems.

12:24:30 THURSDAY 3:21:92

"RAMX"
"C64"

ontact:

US/CAN 800-882-1587

"msr" a

11111”1

tel2S--0

COMMUNICATIONS

TM

Options:

Call for Demo tape

DVM1 or TSP1
adds voice messages

W X1

. 1. 1
to all screens
MOMJ Text-to-speech or
digitized voice

Engineering Consulting Tel: 714-671-2009 Fax: 714-255-9984

583 Candlewood St. Brea, ca. 92621*Mastercard*Visa•DiscoverAmex*P0*C0

Steve Shafer or Vince Clippies

CED:

clock

Intra-Red Remote
VCR control

1200 baud Hayes compatible plug-In modem for remote page transfer
Battery clock (with RAM) restores time & date If power fails
Relay control, Touch-tone decoder, Infra-red senders, 8 analog Inputs
Temp. deg. C. or F. • Humidity sensors; Req. PK8
Anamometor Wind speed and direction; Req. PK8
Optional disk drive; external unlimited back up for RAMX
Page controlled Digital audio;10 messages, 2min.
"RMAV"
Text-to-speech computer voice message each screen.
Control up to 8 VCR tape decks with PK8 & Infra-Red
2 to 8 750 "F" audio & video AXB control
Touch-tone sat. decoder AXB Insert, VCR con. (›,

PK8 expansion

CED
CLASSIFIED
MEANS
BUSINESS!
86

NTSC VIDEO

$349.95 Video Poster; 600 page Battery backed RAM-disk, Video cable & manual
$179.95 Refurbished computer, with power supply (1 year warrenty all products)

"Modem" $ 89.95
"BCLK" $ 69.95
"PK8"
$179.95
"WX1"
$189.95
"WSDM" $279.95
"1541"
$189.95
"DVM2" $379.95
"TSP1"
$379.95
"VCR8" $129.95
"RMAV" $ CALL
CALL

Tel 315-452-0709
Fax 315-452-0732

East Syracuse, NY 13057

I

'Hi-Res fonts, Video Page & Character enerator
tore more t an •rs pages
Logos & pictures stored on cartridge '16 colors, 5fonts, Crawl, Flash, Special
effects 'Two (240 Itr.) variable size crawls per page 'Accurate real time clock
& date 'Restores & displays pages, time & date even if power fails! 'Low cost
C64 computer (NTSC + Ch 3/4 out) •100 Time and date control events 'Infrared controls up to 8 VCR's 'Transfer & control via modem 'Control model
"RMAV" & external relays + VCR's •NTSC color bars' Satellite touch-tone
decode commercial insert*User friend) ,Demo & Instructional VHS tape

WSDM

7395 Taft Park Drive

I

— becked

Model •Price •Description of "Video Poster"

COMMUNICATIONS & ENERGY

I

Modem Control of Remote Sites!
Program all from IBM or MAC

5 New Hl-RES Fonts

Free Pick-up Service in Certain Geographic Areas

ideo Video Poster'.
V
Cable
supplied

) (I .k
iii,

Split screen control allows logo
and text to remain on screen...

FCC Offsets

t

irdz, -- ;71,47" —1f.

ENGINEERING

LEMCO
CALL FOR YOUR CATALOG

800-233-8713
THE

TOOLS
OF THE

TRADE
&

DESIGN

JANUARY

1994

E
e

Engineering/Design/Construction
CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
©

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

•Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
•Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
•Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING

1-800-338-9299

FIBER OPTIC DESIGN &
ACTIVATION
HEADEND OPTIMIZATION
COMPLETE SYSTEM AUDITS

•Emergency Fiber
Restoration
•System Sweep
•Proof of Performance
•Turnkey Headend
•Complete Turnkey
Project Management

AUTOCAD CUSTOMIZED CATV MENU
& SYMBOLS LIBRARY
CAD DRAFTING & DESIGN
STRAND MAP & AS BUILT
MAP DIGITIZATION & REVISIONS
P.O. Box 244

quality service performed on a timely basis

(800) 292-0126

Yankton, SD 57078

(605) 665-1393

To Reserve this space call
TIM REEDER
at 800-866-0206 or 215-964-4982

GET ASUPER DEAL ON ANEW
è 29 995*
TELSTA A-28 VAN MOUNTED LIFT "um'
5

e__

.

,Or

ç

•Fully Equipped •Ready-To-Go •
•In Stock Coast to Coast for Fast Delivery •

l\"'

A-28 Van Mounted Lift
Utility Version Also Available

It's The #1 Productivity Tool for the CATV Industry

CALL TODAY TOLL-FREE: 1-800-521-5351

•Price valid for 1993 model year chassis

Let Lis Make Your Acl
If you would like to run an ad with CED Classified
and you need to have one produced please call
Marisa loannucci at CEO to discuss space rates,
graphic capabilities & deadlines:
Tel: 1-800-866-0206 or 215-964-4330
Fax: 215-964-4663
T HE PREMIER M AGAZINE OF B ROADBAND C OMMUNICATIONS
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Career Marketplace/Training
ENGINEERING/NO. 8‘ SO. AMERICA

Strengthen Our
Service In North
And South America.
Make an exciting move with Jerrold Communications as we market our
cable television products and systems around the world. While we
advance the state-of-the-art in broadband technology, we see superb
opportunities to export our successful products to cable television industries and subscribers, internationally. And this translates into real growth
and opportunity for you.

REGIONAL FIELD SERVICE MANAGER
LATIN AMERICA
Manage our Latin American Field Service organization based in Buenos
Aires, by scheduling field calls, system installation and training while
tracking travel costs, evaluating personnel and product performance, overseeing all training activities and preparing reports on our progress.

and training while tracking travel costs, evaluating personnel and product
performance, overseeing all training activities and preparing reports on our
progress.
If you possess 10 years of experience in the cable television industry with 5
years in amanagement capacity (customer or field service preferred) and
hold aBSEE or the equivalent technical training, you may be qualified for
this position.

APPLICATION ENGINEER

Reporting to the Regional Manager, Field Engineering for Latin America,
based in Buenos Aires, you will provide application engineering and system
design support services to international customers. Your key duties include
assisting our sales force with customer presentations, training customers
and company personnel in system operation and maintenance, reviewing
system specifications and developing appropriate proposals to meet customer requirements.
Three years of technical background in CATV distribution products and two
year technical certification or degree will qualify you for this position.

Positions are based in the U.S. and South America (Buenos Aires,
Argentina) and require Spanish/English fluency. We offer excellent
If you possess 10 years of experience in the cable television industry with 5
salaries, comprehensive benefits and real opportunity in an exciting, growyears in amanagement capacity (customer or field service preferred) and
ing industry. Qualified applicants should send their resume with salary hishold aBSEE or the equivalent technical training, you may be qualified for
tory/requirements, to: Ed Zakrzewski, Employment Manager, Dept. CED,
this position.
Jerrold Communications, P.O. Box 668, Hatboro, PA 19040. An equal
opportunity employer M/F/D/V.
DOMESTIC FIELD SERVICE MANAGER
NORTH AMERICA
We have an opening for askilled Field Service Manager based in Hatboro,
PA for our teams of Field Engineers serving customers in the U.S., Puerto
Rico, Mexico and Canada. You will schedule field calls, system installation

Jerrold

eGeneral Instrument
Where Innovation Is ATradition

88

Need some
Help?
let CED
Classified's
Career
Marketplace
recruit it for
You!
CEO :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN

When you put
your recruitment
ad
in the right
haystack
finding the needle
is easy.
Use The
CED CLASSIFIED
SECTION
It Makes Sense.
JANUARY 1994

Career Marketplace/Training
SEND CEO CLASSIFIED
Box NUMBER

CA1V Engineers

REPLIES T
o:
CEO BOX #
CHILTON COMPANY
1CHILTON WAY, 2ND FLOOR
RADNOR, PA 19089
MANUFACTURER'S REPS NEEDED
Fiber Optic manufacturer needs reps calling on the
CATV industry. Most areas open. Call or write to:
Radiant Communications Corporation
P.O. Box 867
South Plainfield, NJ 07080
Attn: Mike Thaw
(908) 757-7444

oeh
Fr
Froeh

SCIE Member

Peter

lich
lich & Co.
search

PO Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

All levels of Technical
Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Positions
Available Nationwide.
Call or Write. Fees Paid.
The Digital Future!
Ride the information superhighway!
ATM & SONET are the vehicles.
Can you drive them?
New Multimedia CBT, Books & Market
Reports detail the networks, devices and
technologies that are merging Cable,
Computing, and Telecommunications.
Call For Free
Catalog!

For Your
PC or LAN

Reference Point
1-800-VIP-DISK
lue

Join Hewlett-Packard's Microwave Instruments Division's CATV Business Team
in Santa Rosa, California. Currently, we are seeking the following professionals:

CAW Application Software Engineer
You will help create hardware and software application packages which run on an
instrument's CPU to expand and enhance its applicability to the CATV industry.
Requires aBSEE/13SCS, or equivalent, and at least 5years' circuit design experience in CATV, Broadcast TV, or Video. Programming background in C, Pascal, or
Basic is necessary as well as the ability to participate in creating product definitions, setting specs, communicating to customers and writing manuals.

CAW Product Marketing Engineer
Using your thorough understanding of the Cable TV industry's current and future
needs, you will work closely with R&D, Sales, and key Cable TV customers and
HP business teams to define, introduce and promote solutions. Requires a13SEE,
or equivalent, and at least 5years' experience in the CATV industry as an engineer
or engineering manager. Ahigh degree of creative ability, and excellent communication, leadership and teamwork skills are necessary.
Located in the wine country just north of San Francisco, Hewlett-Packard's Santa
Rosa site offers competitive benefits and arelocation package. For immediate consideration, please send your resume to: Hewlett-Packard Company, 2US-U,
1400 Fountaingrove Parkway, Santa Rosa, CA 95403. Hewlett-Packard
Company is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

HEWLETT®
PACKARD

With over
people
in the Cable
Engineering
Profession,
you can never
be too
well-trained.
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T
omorrow is not so much a"point in time" as aspecu-

lative zone bounded on the one hand by the genius of
technology, and on the other by conjectural
expectations.
It is, by now, awell established article
of faith that engineers, physicists, chemists
and technologists can do most anything,
given sufficient rations of time, money and
motivation. But the results of market testing for new and innovative communications services have been dismal, at best.
The public are not at all eager to pay the
cable TV company something extra for
services they believe they don't need.

Don't stop
thinking
about
tomorrow!

By Archer S. Taylor,
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates

Providers to pay—not subscribers

The emphasis is shifting, however. It
may turn out to be the service providers,
not the cable TV (or telco) customers, who
will pay for the use of the telecommunications facilities. Banks, for example, could
charge depositors for home banking, but
pay the infrastructure operators for communications linkage to the home. Home
shopping networks could pay the operators
for access to point-of-sale credit and debit
card readers in the home in order to assure
payment. Ticket and coupon vendors could
pay operators for the use of printers in the
home, while earning commissions from the
source. Maybe this redefinition of the
"market" for information and transaction
services will make an economically viable difference.
On the other hand, the market for videocassette tape
rental already is huge, and well known: $12 billion and
growing by $1 billion ayear. The 1993 TV Factbook
estimates there were 94.5 million videocassette
recorder/players in use in 1992, including many households with more than one VCR.

Video-on-demand
What if acable TV subscriber could order up any
movie from acatalog of hundreds of titles, whenever
he is ready to watch, complete with VCR pause and
fast forward/reverse capability? That would be true
video-on-demand (VOD). If the price were right, and
access to movies could be negotiated on acceptable
terms, the market would clearly be ready. The Time
Warner Full Service Network (FSN) rollout in April
1994 will be much too expensive for VOD or anything
else. But, in amost dramatic way, it will demonstrate
technological capability ratifying the trend toward central switching, long foretold by telcos.
Several of the major MSOs are already preparing
technological arrangements similar to Time Warner's
FSN and Viacom's Castro Valley. Smaller MSOs and
individual operators, however, must await the
inevitable evolution toward more cost effective demonstrations. It is not at all clear that either cable TV or
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telcos can put together aviable infrastructure for VOD.
But until we find out, operators who are not likely to
participate in the early high-cost developments ought
to be mindful of the trend toward central switching that
has been reinforced, if not actually solidified by the
recent cable TV/telco mergers, acquisitions, and cooperative ventures.
Thus, it would be prudent to plan rebuilds and
upgrades around an orderly, phased evolutionary path
that could readily be adapted to acost effective central
switching architecture if and when it becomes tenable.
Eventually, this is likely to mean fiber star trunking to
optical nodes in serving areas with fewer than 500
households each (2 to 5route miles of coaxial plant).
In very large systems, or regional clusters, it could also
mean optical fiber rings, possibly digital, feeding fiber
star trunks. Non-scrambled analog and compressed
digital signals need to be clustered in separate portions
of the available spectrum. In the meantime, scrambled
analog premium programs might well be assigned to
the future digital spectrum.
An arrangement that would bypass non-scrambled
analog signals around the set-top convertor/descrambler would not only conform with current interface
compatibility goals, but will probably be necessary in
the future when compressed digital signals are introduced, with or without central switching. The idea
would be to plan rebuilds/upgrades in such away as to
be part of an eventual configuration suitable for central
switching or any other competitive architecture. With a
master plan in place, parts of the plan could be implemented from time to time as warranted by financial
and other considerations.
Tomorrow is fast bearing down on us. Will the telcos buy out the cable TV companies at generous
prices, like they did the independent telephone companies after World War II? Is there life after convergence
for cable operators left out of the telco mergers.

4

Coaxial beats copper
The political emphasis on competition has given the
cable industry asevere case of heartburn. But at the
same time, the telco industry itself is not entirely free
of gas pains. Cable TV has an important and clearly
valuable asset: it already has broadband coaxial access
to more than 95 percent of the households in the U.S.
Until the telcos can rebuild their distribution network,
they have to improvise by inflating the narrow bandwidth of their copper pairs with ADSL (asymmetric
digital subscriber line).
While the cable TV service drop plant may not be in
exactly A-1 condition, it is certainly serviceable. By
moving aggressively toward an effective architecture
for both telephone and video services, the industry is
positioning itself for asignificant role in the development of tomorrow's Information Superhighway.
It is time to be thinking hard about the new tomorrow, and preparing for it. Don't stop thinking about
tomorrow!
CIED
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BOTTOM LINE

, CONIMECTm Converter Service Makes You Money...

Let's face the facts... the longer acable converter provides
uninterrupted service to your subscriber.., the more money
you make.Breakdowns mean customers complain,
trucks roll, and time evaporates... sound familiar?
At CONTEC, we specialize in building
"strategic service partnerships"
with cable operators... NATIONWIDE.
By exceeding OEM standards, our
quality repairs withstand the test of time...
and so do our business relationships.

CONTEC LEADERSHIP PROVIDES:
El Computerized tracking of repairs
by serial number.
111 Experienced, factory trained technicians
D Stringent quality control procedures

D Security clearance of each shipment
CI Efficient customer service
Fast turnaround and delivery

BOTTOM LINE, CONTEC service centers
all work in harmony to keep your converters
where they belong.., in subscriber homes...
And, that makes you money!

CALL TODAY

1-800-382-2723
* CONTEC's Jerrold compatible replacement remote control units.
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INTERNATIONAL
THE LEADER IN

CONVERTER -TECHNOLOGY+

1023 State Street, P.O. Box 739, Schenectady, NY 12301-0739
Phone: (518)382-8000, FAX: (518)382-8452
Circle Reader Service No. 35
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Theintegrated

Drop System 0

1

Eur drop is more than just parts — it's asystem.
ANTEC offers anew way to approach the
drop — as acomplete system. The Integrated
Drop System (IDS).- consists of individual
products, engineered as asystem, and tested
to ensure component compatibility.
Backed with training, technical support,
standardized installation procedures, and
other value-added benefits, the IDS approach
ensures consistency in your drops.

ids

integrated drop system

IDS enhances the performance of your cable
network, and substantially reduces trouble calls.
The industry's first drop system, IDS increases
the quality of your service today, and prepares
you for the future of your network.
From now on, when you think drop — think
system. And when you think system — think IDS.
Learn how the Integrated Drop System can
benefit your network — call the ANTEC office
nearest you.

ANTEC
ANTEC •Rolling Meadows, Illinois (708) 437-5777
Atlanta, Georgia (404) 840-7901 • (800) 242-1181 •Chicago, Illinois (708) 350-7788 • (800) 544-5368 •Dallas, Texas (214) 717-4933 • (800) 231-5006
Denver, Colorado (303) 740-8949 • (800) 841-1531 • iron Mountain, Michigan (906) 774-4111 •(800) 624-8358 •Montreal, Quebec (514) 636-1421 • (800) 561-9710
Santa Ana, California (714) 757-1630 • (800) 854-0443 •Seattle, Washington (206) 838-9552 • 1800) 438-9290 •Toronto, Ontario (905) 507-6226 • (800) 665-1482
Vancouver, British Columbia (604) 276-93U, •(800) 665-2929 •Wharton, New,lersey (201) 328-0980 • (800) 631-9603
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